Alex Spanos drumming up major support for stadium upgrade
As I write this, we are embarking upon a new academic year, and students are returning to the Cal Poly campus, bringing with them a tremendous spirit of enthusiasm and high expectations for the year to come.

Despite several years of state budget reductions, through the dedicated work of our faculty and staff, Cal Poly’s learn-by-doing education continues to provide students across the disciplines with uniquely valuable teaching and learning experiences – and an undergraduate education that is second to none.

Our ability to sustain Cal Poly’s proud educational traditions, and to make sure they remain relevant to the demands of the new century, is due in no small part to the generous support of our loyal alumni, our industry partners and other friends and supporters.

This Honor Roll of Donors edition of the *Cal Poly Magazine* is dedicated to you. This year we are combining the Honor Roll of Donors with the fall edition of the magazine. Inside you’ll read about alumnus Alex Spanos and his wife, Faye. Their generosity spans decades and includes numerous causes, including Cal Poly arts and athletics.

Also included in this issue are stories about some of the teachers, researchers, students, alumni and programs that distinguish Cal Poly as a superior institution of higher education. We’re sure you’ll enjoy reading about such accomplished alumni as novelist Nevada Barr and Olympic triathlete Victor Plata, as well as Nick Franco, “castle keeper” at San Simeon.

We also take a look at the work of Social Sciences Professor and archaeologist Terry Jones and Adjunct Biology Professor Paul Nakane, who was recently honored for his work in the study of cells.

You can read all about the role Cal Poly is playing in the growing wine and cheese industries.

And we remember President Ronald Reagan, a republican, through the eyes of Cal Poly President Emeritus Robert E. Kennedy, a democrat.

We hope you enjoy this edition of *Cal Poly Magazine*. It was prepared with you in mind, so please let us know your thoughts and comments.
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Alex G. Spanos' life might be summed up in one word: dedication.

Throughout his life, on whatever path he embarked, he has demonstrated remarkable dedication. Dedication to his profession and principles. Dedication to charitable and humanitarian causes. Fierce dedication to his family. And dedication to his alma mater.

Alex Spanos, aerospace engineering alum, entrepreneur and San Diego Chargers owner, and his wife, Faye, have given generously to support the arts and athletics at Cal Poly.

One of their first major gifts - a $100,000 contribution in 2003 - created the Harold P. and Rosalie Davidson scholarship endowment in memory of the beloved former music professor and his wife, both now deceased. (See story, page 6.) Then came a $1.5-million donation to help fund the renovation of the Davidson Music Center and the Cal Poly Theatre, now named the Alex and Faye Spanos Theatre.

Most recently, the Spanoses pledged $4 million toward the first phase of the Mustang Stadium renovation. The same stadium that Alex and his brother Danny played in as drum majors in the 1941 marching band led by Davidson.

Just a year later, though, Alex Spanos enrolled in the U.S. Army Air Corps, serving until the war ended in 1945. But that year at Cal Poly left a lasting impression and plenty of fond memories, especially of Harold and Rosalie Davidson.

"I'm sure that most everyone has had a teacher who made a lasting impression," Spanos says. "Someone who not only gave you the best of his or her knowledge and experience, but also someone who nurtured you and supported you. For me, that was Harold Davidson, my music teacher.

"Hal Davidson was not only a great teacher and a skilled musician, but he was also a rare human being. He was the kind of man who cared about his students and embraced every member of his band as his family. He gave us a feeling of pride, of belonging, of acceptance and of courage. He and his wife would invite us all for dinner, and Rosalie would treat us as if we were her children. She was as much a part of the band as he was.

"When I think of Cal Poly, I think of Hal and Rosalie Davidson and their dedication to their students and the way they nurtured them," Spanos recalls.

Throughout his life, in every endeavor, Alex Spanos has emerged a winner: as a student, an entrepreneur and businessman, a philanthropist, a golfer — even as a tap dancer. Throughout his life, in every endeavor, Alex Spanos has emerged a winner: as a student, an entrepreneur and businessman, a philanthropist, a golfer — even as a tap dancer.

In 1941, at the age of 17, he moved from his hometown of Stockton and enrolled in Cal Poly's aeronautical engineering program. He and his brother Danny, also an engineering student, successfully auditioned for drum major positions in the marching band.

During a recent trip to campus, Spanos paid a nostalgic visit to the stadium. "I was more than a little surprised to see it hadn't changed at all in all that time. I thought after 63 years, it could use a little sprucing up." (See story, page 44.)

Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker expressed his gratitude for the generosity and dedication shown by Alex and Faye Spanos. "They have again demonstrated their selfless commitment, a commitment rooted in their hearts. They follow their hearts, and in so doing, demonstrate the good that comes from such action. Their gifts will help transform the arts, student scholarships and athletics at Cal Poly," Baker said.

During his career Spanos distinguished himself in the business world, transforming a small company into a corporate giant comprising 10 companies with more than 500 employees. The companies have built more than 100,000 apartment units in 18 states, ranking at the top of the national housing industry. A.G. Spanos
Cos. is one of the few family-owned Fortune 500 companies.

Family owned. That’s fairly typical for Alex Spanos. Born to Greek immigrants whom he describes as affectionate, stern and devoted, he credits his parents with instilling in him the passionate belief that “family is everything.”

He drove that point home during the morning Spring Commencement ceremony last June, when he was honored with a Doctor of Humane Letters degree and delivered the keynote address.

“Your family is your rock, your base and your rudder,” Spanos said in his remarks. “Family will give you peace of mind and the courage to explore.”

He also stressed the importance of keeping a positive attitude, setting reasonable goals, accepting and taking risks, and believing in oneself.

“Don’t be defeated by failure,” Spanos said. “Did you know that Babe Ruth held not only the world’s record for home runs, he also held the record for strikeouts? I’ve always tried to be the best at what I do. For example, when I was 32, I took up golf. Six years later, I was one of 10 U.S. golfers chosen to compete in the British Amateur.”

In 1984, Spanos assumed ownership of the San Diego Chargers, realizing a lifelong dream to own a National Football League team. Another dream came true in 1995, when the Chargers made it to the Super Bowl, eventually losing to the San...
...continued from previous page

Francisco 49ers, the first team to win five Super Bowls. Not a bad a team to lose to.

With all that he has accomplished, Alex Spanos has never lost sight of his humble beginnings. Along with his belief in the importance of family is his belief in philanthropy.

"Since my childhood, I've believed that giving is not just a one-time act of random largesse; it's a daily way of life," Spanos says. Both he and Faye Spanos are passionate about giving. They have donated millions of dollars to educational institutions, hospitals, churches, civic, art and athletic organizations.

"I've always helped any way that I can," Spanos says. "I feel fortunate I'm able to do the things I do. Giving just does my heart good."

He has received many awards for his humanitarian and charitable work. Among them are the Horatio Alger Award from the Horatio Alger Foundation, Ellis Island Medal of Honor from the Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Gloria Swanson Humanitarian Award from the American Cinema Awards Foundation, and Anti-Defamation League of B'nai Brith National Distinguished Community Service Award.

He was also awarded honorary Doctor of Laws degrees from the University of the Pacific and Eureka College, and in 1974 he was named a Cal Poly Distinguished Alumnus.

Alex and Faye Spanos have been married since 1948. They have four children and 15 grandchildren.

THE MUSIC MAN

The late Harold P. Davidson, who served as Music Department head, leader of the Mustang Marching Band, and conductor of the university's choral groups and dance band, touched many lives during his years at Cal Poly. His wife, Rosalie, also a familiar face around campus, was an accompanist who arranged music for some of the university's choral groups.

Below, a former student, who knew "Hal" early in his career, and a former faculty member, who was acquainted with him at the end of it, reminisce about the Davidsons.

"Hal Davidson and his wonderful wife, Rosalie, made such a difference in my life," recalls Alex Spanos (AERO), who, together with his wife, Faye, donated $100,000 in 2003 to establish the Harold P. and Rosalie Davidson scholarship endowment in memory of the former music professor and his wife.

"My brother Danny and I were drum majors in the marching band in 1941," Spanos says. "Rosalie Davidson was as much a part of the band as Hal was. They were both uncommon people, each exceptional in their own way and yet so much alike.

"When I think of Cal Poly, I think of Hal and Rosalie Davidson and their dedication to their students and the way they nurtured them. That affection, those warm feelings, prompted Faye and I to give a second donation to Cal Poly."

That $1.5-million gift is helping fund the renovation of the H.P. Davidson Music Center and the Cal Poly Theatre, named the Alex and Faye Spanos Theatre at a special dedication ceremony last spring. At the event, Clifton Swanson, longtime Music Department head, now retired, also recalled the Davidsons with affection.

"Alex and I had the good fortune to know Davy and Rosalie Davidson, and if I might reminisce for a moment, I think I can identify why Alex Spanos remembers his time at Cal Poly and his relationship with Harold Davidson so fondly," Swanson said.

"Davy was a unique man: the right man, in the right place, at the right time. He built a program and established a legacy that continues to this day. He was able to bring students together to make music. Cal Poly was for men only when he came, and you can imagine the challenge of getting a bunch of guys together to make music.

"It was remarkable that Davy got large numbers of men up on stage to sing in a choir. He had the admiration of all of his students, and they were proud of what they were able to accomplish in the course of a year.

"I can say with utmost confidence that Davy would be very pleased to see the Cal Poly Music Department and all that it does. Davy's determination to involve as many students as possible from throughout the campus is as true today as it was then. We have honored Davy’s wishes, and while music majors comprise the nucleus of each of our groups, the majority of the members are from throughout the campus."
Terry Jones digs his job. With shovels and hand tools, some students and occasionally another archaeologist or two, Social Sciences Professor Jones explores ancient sites to gather clues to the past.

During the summer, Jones supervised a team of eight students at Fort Hunter Liggett in southern Monterey County, investigating a site inhabited by the Salinan Indians from around A.D. 1200 to 1800.

“I’m trying to establish the way they lived, what they ate, how often they moved,” says the 49-year-old archaeologist, who thinks tree rings in the Southern Sierra suggest that severe droughts and a scarcity of water forced the Indians to move to better-watered areas of California, like the Coast Ranges.

But the project that most excites him is a California-Sea-Grant-funded venture that he’s hoping will validate the relatively new theory that prehistoric people lived on the Central Coast 10,000 years ago — 5,000 years earlier than previously thought.

Artifacts from a 1968 dig, uncovered by archaeologist Roberta Greenwood before construction began on the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, reveal a settlement that was used from that time until about the 18th century.

“Greenwood conducted extensive excavations at a series of sites,” Jones says. “One site was very deep — about 12 feet.” With limited funding, she was able to obtain only a few radiocarbon dates from items taken from the refuse heap, and they suggested human habitation during all those millennia.

“I want to confirm the age at the bottom of the deposit,” Jones says. “Because the results were so much older than any other site, there was some skepticism about their accuracy.” Since that dig, though, a number of more recent cases on the West Coast, in particular in Santa Barbara and the Channel Islands, also indicate human occupation from that time.

“Greenwood provided detailed analyses of the stone and bone tools found, but she didn’t identify the animal bones that were food waste,” Jones says. Several thousands of bones, dug up some 35 years ago, have sat in storage, in their original bags with dirt still clinging to them.

“In a lab class two years ago, we washed, catalogued and divided the bird, mammal and fish bones,” Jones has enlisted the help of two specialists to identify the bones into species by comparing the ancient bones with those from known modern specimens.

“I’m especially interested in how diets have evolved. Were they more focused on deer or fish when they first arrived? I want to see how that has changed over the last 10,000 years.”

In particular, he wonders how heavily they exploited the sea otter. And did that killing have an influence on other resources in the ecosystem? If so, just what effect did it have?

Jones anticipates his findings will show an unusually intense and lengthy exploitation of the sea otter, the key predator in Central California kelp forests. Otters were hunted for their meat and their pelts, he says.

Jones also predicts his findings will substantiate his belief that the kelp forests actually benefited from the hunting of the sea otter, that productivity of the Diablo kelp forests was sustained by — or at least associated with — regular killing of sea otters.

“They had a continuous and rich environment to exploit. That richness might have been sustained by the hunting of sea otters,” he surmises.

“These are all open questions. I want to publish my findings where they will be noticed by biologists and conservators — the people who make the rules about how we manage coastal resources.

“It may not be earth-shattering, but it may force them to think about how we manage habitats and resources today.”
Keith Patterson contemplated the upcoming grape harvest as he stood among the leafy vines growing in the 10-acre vineyard at the north end of campus.

Fat bunches of pinot noir grapes were ripening quickly in the late August heat, and Patterson, a professor in the Horticulture and Crop Science Department, was fairly certain the dark purple fruit was nearly ready for picking. He popped open a few grapes with his fingers to look at the seeds inside.

"When the grapes are ripe, their seeds are dark brown," Patterson says.

The seeds in his hand ranged in color from pale beige to deep brown. "You can see the grapes don’t all ripen at the same time," he says. "Knowing when to harvest is one of our challenges."

The ability to meet such challenges, whether they’re found in the field or in a classroom or laboratory, is one of the many reasons Cal Poly students are in such great demand in the wine industry, Patterson explains. For every student who most of their major courses in three departments: Horticulture and Crop Science, Food Science and Nutrition, and Agribusiness.

By the time they graduate, students know how to grow the grapes, produce the wine and run a wine-related business.

The program is also taking on an international flavor. In the works is creation of an exchange program for students and teachers with the University of Adelaide in Australia, as well as another exchange opportunity in South America.

About 35 students have transferred into the wine and viticulture major since its inception in spring 2004, with nearly one-third coming from families who grow grapes and produce wine commercially, says Mary Pedersen, associate dean of the College of Agriculture.

The university has no intention of bottling its own label for sale, says Pedersen. "We’re interested in teaching how to produce wine; we’re not interested in going into wine production. And we don’t want to compete with local wineries."

Partnerships with the wine industry helped develop six acres of new vineyard, saving the university approximately $180,000. Sunridge Nursery and Vintage Nursery donated the vines, and Harrow Ag Services designed the vineyard layout. Netafim, an Australian company, donated the irrigation supplies, and Quidan donated the trellis supplies. Cal West designed the irrigation system, and Mesa Vineyard Management planted the vines and installed the trellis and irrigation systems.

Students keep the vineyard flourishing, some working through the summer. Tyler Houston, 24, came to Cal Poly because of the emphasis on viticulture and hopes to find a career working in a vineyard. "It’s a great program," he says. During the summer, he came out every day to water the vines. That was in addition to the 14-hour days he put in working for an outside delivery company.

"Our students, like Tyler, are very bright, very motivated," Patterson says. "When Tyler leaves here, he’ll know how to work a full day. This attitude is representative of the culture at Cal Poly."

What do they have in common, aside from the fact that they’re all artisan or “farmstead” cheeses and have all received rave reviews in gourmet food magazines and newspapers like The New York Times, Los Angeles Times and San Francisco Chronicle?

Cal Poly.

Thanks to the annual “Farmstead Cheesemaker” short course run by the Dairy Products Technology Center, the university is helping to shape California’s emerging artisan cheese industry.

“The industry is in about the same place the California wine industry was about 20 years ago,” explains Professor Phillip Tong, lead organizer of Cal Poly’s Farmstead Cheesemaker short course.

According to Tong, several factors account for the state’s emerging artisan cheese industry. First, some consumers are demanding more specialty cheese varieties. Secondly, California is the nation’s No. 1 milk-producing state. “By 2005 or 2006, California is expected to be the largest cheese producer in the United States,” Tong says. Take that, Wisconsin.

With all the available high-quality milk, there’s plenty for diversion to cheese production. “California dairies use about 40 percent of their milk production for making cheese. That’s a lot of cheese,” Tong says.

Many dairy farmers have done just that. “Some farmers were not satisfied with the prices they were getting for their milk, so they decided to add value to their product by making cheese,” he says. And plenty of family farms have sons or daughters now interested in starting and running an artisan-cheese operation “back on the ranch.”

Now in its sixth year, Cal Poly’s Farmstead Cheesemaker short course has helped all kinds of budding artisan cheese makers.

“Almost every farmstead cheese maker in the state has been through our class,” Tong says. “We were the first university to offer a farmstead cheese-maker short course.”

About 40 students every fall learn the science behind cheese making, which involves the interaction between milk, other ingredients and bacteria to produce flavor and texture. They also get a hands-on lesson in making cheese at the DPTC.

“Almost every farmstead cheese maker in the state has been through our class. We were the first university to offer a farmstead cheesemaker short course.”

Then they spend time learning about California regulations covering farmstead cheese operations, as well as business and financial planning.

The courses are in demand. “We’ve had about 200 people go through the short course; it’s always full,” Tong says.

That’s not likely to change any time soon. “The American palate is becoming more educated. More Americans are also traveling around the world, tasting artisan cheeses in other countries.”

The Internet is helping too – by bringing together the consumer and the farmstead cheese maker, Tong adds.

And in the past decade, America’s gourmet restaurants have added a cheese course to their menu. Instead of dessert after a meal, they offer a tasting of a variety of artisan cheeses.

Says Tong, “It’s all about educating the consumer that there are other cheeses beyond mozzarella and cheddar.”

The Cal Poly Dairy Products Technology Center offers a full series of continuing education classes for entrepreneurs and industry professionals. For more information, visit http://www.calpoly.edu/~dptc/.

Cal Poly Magazine
The resume of Cal Poly graduate Nick Franco (POLS '95) reads like a travel brochure: redwood forests, mission towns, ocean dunes, islands.

His current assignment with the California State Parks system is the San Luis Obispo Coast District, where he has served as superintendent for the past year and a half. His domain stretches from Lime Kiln in southern Big Sur to Pismo Beach.

The opportunity to work in such scenic playgrounds is a privilege, according to Franco, who says competition is so strong for the relatively few full-time state park ranger positions that jobs practically have to be inherited.

Which is close to how Franco found his way into a coveted ranger position. "My brother was a seasonal park worker in high school. So when he left home, I applied and got the job," he said. "That work helped me get into the ranger academy later." Because he had not completed his degree when he went to the academy, Franco later returned to school, while stationed at Pismo State Beach, to continue his political science studies, with an emphasis on public administration.
His senior project on how public policies affect the balance between work and personal life was highly relevant. In addition to school and work, he shared child-care responsibilities with his wife, a Hearst Castle guide at the time. "Talk about learn by doing," he said, chuckling.

Which of his many choice assignments is his favorite? "They've all been fun in different ways," he said. "I loved being on horse patrol at Will Rogers, and the Big Basin Redwoods in the Santa Cruz Mountains was a special place. Angel Island, in the middle of San Francisco Bay, was unique, since it is accessible only by boat. But I think the best place to live was San Juan Bautista, originally a mission village inland from Monterey, a classic California small town."

In the San Luis Obispo Coast District, he feels as though he has it all. "I have the challenge of a huge park district, so I am never bored, but it's also a great place to live and raise kids. And it's an easy commute to any of the parks or to my office in San Simeon."

Being close to his alma mater also allows Franco to visit campus. When he served on a career panel for a recreation class, he advised students who want to go into park service to be patient. "Also, work for a park in any way you can — seasonal worker, concessions, maintenance. Just get your foot in the door and keep going, toward whatever area interests you."

In response to the request to divulge something most people don't know about Hearst Castle, Franco said, "It's a California State Park and has been since the '50s!" He added that most people don't realize how much work and expertise it takes to make it a smooth outing for some 800,000 visitors a year ... from bus drivers trained to negotiate the hairpin turns leading up to the castle ... to tour guides who can answer almost any question about the Hearsts, the castle, or even architect Julia Morgan.

And speaking of Julia Morgan, the nation's largest collection of original Morgan drawings and other material related to her personal and professional life is located in the Kennedy Library, creating a special bond between the university and Hearst Castle, the state's most popular park.

The Library's Special Collections department and the College of Architecture and Environmental Design recently commemorated the centennial of Julia Morgan's licensing as an architect in California. Talks on Morgan and an exhibit of rarely seen Morgan materials were included as part of the commemoration. The exhibit, titled "Julia Morgan, Pioneering Spirit," will be on display in the Library's Special Collections department until March 25, 2005.

Morgan's heirs donated her personal and professional papers and architectural drawings to Cal Poly in 1980. Containing irreplaceable and comprehensive documentation of Morgan's long, distinguished career, the Julia Morgan Collection also contains the only known family photographs, personal papers and correspon...

...continued on next page
dence, as well as sketchbooks, competition drawings and notes, and medals from her years in Paris at the École des Beaux-Arts.

A few years ago, some of Morgan’s original, signed drawings were discovered at the castle, bringing her career back into the media spotlight. “We are seeking funding to digitize her works,” said Nick Franco of the state parks system. “Not only do they need to be preserved, since they are ‘as-built’ blueprints for us, but we would like to make them more accessible to scholars. We need to protect them for both practical and historical reasons.”

The amazing stability of the Hearst Castle during the 2003 San Simeon 6.5 earthquake is a testament to her skills. Not only an architect but also a civil engineer who was in San Francisco during the 1906 quake, Morgan insisted that the castle be constructed of steel-reinforced concrete.

As a result, the only damage was to a few items that fell off walls and shelves.

For more information on the Julia Morgan collection at Cal Poly, go to www.lib.calpoly.edu/spec_col/morgan/.
Yesterday & Today

Julia Morgan - 1872-1957

Born: San Francisco. Graduated from Oakland High School, 1890.

Early commission: The bell tower at Mills College in Oakland.

Notable accomplishments: Rebuilt San Francisco's Fairmont Hotel after the 1906 earthquake. In all, designed more than 700 buildings during a career that spanned from the turn of the century to 1951.

Greatest claim to fame: In 1919, began design and construction of William Randolph Hearst's estate at San Simeon, known today as Hearst Castle. Called the "most extraordinary residence ever to rise on the Pacific Coast," the estate has three guest houses and a main building, linked by an esplanade and surrounded by spectacular gardens. Casa Grande, the centerpiece of the estate, contained a 50-seat movie theater, billiard room, wine cellar and two libraries. The grounds included indoor and outdoor swimming pools, tennis courts, a private zoo, dog kennels, a thoroughbred horse ranch, miles of bridle paths and a private landing strip and airplane hangar. To facilitate daily operations, the estate also had a reservoir, poultry ranch, dairy, vegetable garden, orchards, greenhouses and a hothouse.

Heast Castle remains the most-visited site in the California State Parks system, with some 800,000 visitors a year.

Lizbeth A. Gonzalez - Arch '04

Profession: Member of a project team at Michael W. Folonis, AIA Architect and Associates in Santa Monica.

Where did you grow up?
Born in Guadalajara, Mexico. My family immigrated to California when I was very young. Since then, we have lived in Turlock.

When did you know you wanted to be an architect?
I knew I wanted to study about architecture when my high school guidance counselor told me that architecture was a combination of art and science. It wasn't until I took an architecture history course that I realized that I wanted to be an architect.

Why did you choose to study at Cal Poly?
My guidance counselor told me it was the best architecture school in California.

What has been your greatest challenge?
My senior design thesis on "A Spatiodynamic Complex at San Francisco's Transbay Transit Terminal." To me, a thesis should be a culmination of everything you learned and more.

What are your career goals?
To convert the loft I live in, in downtown Los Angeles, into a design/architecture office, get licensed and practice.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
New York, Paris or Rotterdam.

What are your hobbies and interests?
I'm an urban observer. I like to explore and experience the downtowns of cities. I may photograph or record the unique characteristics of each downtown. I also write screenplays and I make collages, usually related to my urban experience.
Cal Poly Opens Its Doors
For Open House

By Teresa Hendrix

For more than 100 years, Cal Poly has been inviting visitors every spring to tour the campus and enjoy food and fun.

What began on a day in May 1904 as a “Farmers’ Picnic” for 200 people, has evolved into Open House, a three-day event drawing about 39,000 visitors. Open House now gives the community an opportunity to see the best of what the university has to offer.

Admitted Students Preview Day, held the Friday of Open House weekend, gives prospective students and their parents a day of their own to tour the university; meet with students, faculty members and deans; and get a taste of Cal Poly.

The Saturday of Open House starts with the traditional morning Poly Royal Parade through campus. The rest of the day is filled with hands-on exhibitions, student music and dance performances, children’s activities, refreshments, horticulture and agriculture displays, department tours and more.

The Open House Golf Classic is held on Sunday of Open House weekend.

One unique aspect to Open House is the Design Village competition, sponsored by the College of Architecture and Environmental Design.

The event, which began in 1974 as a competition to design disaster-relief shelters, hosts student teams from colleges and universities from across the United States. The students – usually a mixture of architectural engineering, architecture, construction management and landscape architecture students – build temporary structures in Poly Canyon to suit a theme which changes yearly, and then live in them during Open House weekend before the Design Village winners are announced.

Open House activities are planned and coordinated by a committee of 25 students working all year through the Student Life and Leadership office.

Alumna Nevada Barr
Is ‘Write’ on Target

By Leah Kolt and Wanda Modisette

She writes, she paints, she acts. She is able to leap onto The New York Times Best-Seller list with a single bound.

This creative superwoman is Nevada Barr (SCOM ’74), a self-styled “seeker of truth and amusement” and 1997 recipient of a Cal Poly Honored Alumni Award.

Her 12-book series on Anna Pigeon, a feisty middle-aged park ranger, is based on her own experiences as a National Park Service ranger. In the books, Ranger Pigeon valiantly faces mountain lions, wildfires, dark caves, bears, poachers, hostile co-workers and even urban criminals.

Barr’s works have brought her considerable acclaim, garnering both Agatha and Anthony awards for best first mystery for Track of the Cat, as well as the prestigious French Prix du Roman award for Firestorm.


Her assignments with the NPS eventually landed her in Mississippi 10 years ago, patrolling the state’s famous Natchez Trace, a scenic by-way that follows old Native American trails. Newly divorced and not at all pleased with her assignment, she experienced an improvement in her attitude when exposed to Southern hospitality, while writing her first traffic ticket.

“The gentleman I pulled over was so polite,” she recalls. “When he found out I was single and had just moved to the area, he offered to take me home to dinner with his family and introduce me to his single brother-in-law.”

But it was fellow ranger Richard Jones who eventually became her husband. The couple resides in Clinton, Miss., with a menagerie of dogs, cats, a stone alligator and a giant catfish sculpture. In fact, Barr lists painting portraits of pets as her favorite pastime.

The theater is a close second. A speech communication major at Cal Poly, she once played the title role in “Peter Pan,” where her flying apparatus was guided by the same man who coordinated Mary Martin’s flights on Broadway. “That was a new twist on learn by doing. If the audience had one-tenth as much fun as I did, they had a great time,” she said.

Barr continues to act in local little theater, while managing to churn out a book per year, each written in longhand in spiral binders. So committed is she to kinesthetic creating that she refuses even to be photographed with her computer in the background — lest someone think she composes electronically.

A new Anna Pigeon novel called High Country, set in Yosemite, was released in February 2004, and Barr is busily filling notebooks with ideas for her next book.

For more information on Barr, go to http://www.nevadabarr.com/index.htm.
We did it! And we did it one year ahead of schedule. We met our original $225-million Centennial Campaign goal early, and at press time, had reached $242 million.

“Yes, by all accounts, the Centennial Campaign has been a resounding success, even with several weeks to go,” said Associate Vice President for Advancement Rick Ellison. Strictly speaking, Dec. 31, 2004, marks the conclusion of Cal Poly’s seven-year Centennial Campaign. “But the work will not stop,” Ellison says. “There are a number of major, worthwhile projects that require our sustained effort as Cal Poly continues its legacy of excellence.”

For instance, funds are still needed to go forward with the Center for Science and Mathematics, as well as other capital projects. There is more work to be done in bringing innovative technology into the classroom. Support is still needed to fund endowed chairs and professorships, which enable us to attract and retain outstanding professors. And the university continues to seek financial support for scholarships to help lessen the financial burden on students so that they can concentrate on their education.

“Private support is essential to enhance the university’s polytechnic, learn-by-doing educational mission,” Ellison says. “Cal Poly’s renowned advantage is a direct result of our generous benefactors.”

It will probably come as no surprise, then, to learn that Cal Poly was rated — for the 12th consecutive year — the best public largely undergraduate university in the West by U.S. News & World Report, in its 2005 America’s Best Colleges guidebook. That kind of recognition is due, in large part, to our generous friends and donors. This special edition of the Cal Poly Magazine includes the Honor Roll of Donors (starting on page 17), which lists many of the individuals, corporations, foundations and others who have helped make the Centennial Campaign a success.

**RECENT CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:**

- During fiscal year 2003-2004, the campus advancement productivity was nearly $33 million in gifts and pledges, bringing the campaign total to $236 million.

- The university’s annual fund program, the Cal Poly Fund, has brought in 23,563 gifts totaling $2.48 million, an increase of 14 percent over last year’s total.

- The Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation has pledged $7 million toward the construction of the Center for Science and Mathematics.

- Donald Bently has fulfilled his pledge by contributing $5.5 million as a permanent endowment to fund a director position for the Donald E. Bently Center for Engineering Innovation and two faculty positions in the Mechanical Engineering Department.

“As we move into the final phase of our Centennial Campaign, please accept our gratitude and appreciation for all you’ve done to make it a success,” Ellison says. “And please remember that our job is not done. With your help, we can keep strengthening our advantage and look forward to another 12 years as the best public largely undergraduate university in the West.”
The Cal Poly Centennial Campaign is a comprehensive $225-million fund-raising effort from Jan. 1, 1998, to Dec. 31, 2004. The university reached its goal almost one year ahead of schedule. Cal Poly gratefully acknowledges the following donors who made gifts and/or pledges of $100,000 or more to the Centennial Campaign between Jan. 1, 1998, and June 30, 2004. 

**EDITOR’S NOTE:** We pride ourselves on the accuracy of names and figures cited based on information as of press time. We apologize for any inadvertent errors. Please contact Advancement Services at alumni-info@calpoly.edu with any corrections.
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The President's Circle

Members of the President's Circle are alumni and friends who donated $20,000 or more between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004 or $200,000+ over a lifetime.

**Lifetime membership

Anonymous Donors (2)
Joan F. Avery
Nina S. and Michael J. Applegate
Allyn E. and Constance T. Arnold**
Josephine C. Avila
John and Theresa Azevedo
Robin and Barbara Baggett*
Emanuella and Carolyn Beirrell
Jan and Stuart A. Battleson
Heskian Weeck
Donald E. Berry*
Peter H. and Idi Moe H. Berg*
Richard A. Bergquist and
Lynn A. Leghly
Gary L. and Judy Bloom**
Paul R. and Sandra K. Bonderson**
James G. Boswell II**
James W. and Susanne A. Boswell**
Richard J. and
Margaret M. Bradshaw
Susan Flaherty Brown and
Robert F. Brown**
Elizabeth A. and Michael J. Byrd
Everett M. and Arlene B. Chandler*
Jocelyl W. and
Victoria L. Cottrell
Richard D. and
Adelle Louise Crawford**
Beverly Davis
Kenneth N. Edwards**
James R. and Kathy J. Errecetta)
Allen L. and Jean W. Evans**
Bert E. and Candace M. Forbus**
George P. and Sue Foster**
Jeffery P. and Theresa Foster
Harold R. and Diana D. Frank**
Kenny M. and Thomas J. Gallo**
Mark B. Hasselton
Harold R. Hay**
Russ N. and Linda B. Hill
Richard C. and Julie M. Mood
Delcy J. Hubbard
James J. Keeffe and Lorna Lee**
Omer L. and Claudia L. King**
Bili and John Lore*
M. Robert and Margaret Leach
George M. and Alice E. LeRoy
James N. and Betty Mae Locke**
Cynthia A. and Mark H. Lounso
Janice B. and John S. Maher
Ted R. and Sharon K. Melsheme
John L. and Sarah G. Merrick
Janice B. and John S. Maher
Richard J. (Neil)**
Paul and Natalie Orfaenie
Gail A. and Gerald D. Overaa
Frank E. and Laurel Prilling
Burt W. and Virginia Polito
James M. and Vicki K. Pyle**
B. Terry and Carol Reinhold**
Mary Reinhold**
Robert W. and Elining L. Rives
Allyn J. and Linda Rossetta**
Stephen A. Rosetta**
Robin L. and Laurie K. Ross**
Kenneth L. Rothmueller
Richard O. Schado
Charles E. Shefeler
Lawrence L. and Gudrun Simons
James K. and Norma M. Sinton**
Alex G. and Faye Spanos*
Doris Unkner
Diana W. and
Theodore S. Wentworth
John H. Wingate Jr.
Paul E. and Virginia P. Wright
Albert R. and Ruth E. Yacke*

The President's Round Table

Members of the President's Round Table are alumni and friends who donated $5,000-$19,999 between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004 or $100,000-$199,999 over a lifetime, or are charter members of the Round Table. **Deceased **Lifetime membership

Anonymous Donors (5)
Geneviève B. Aldrich
William J. and Jennifer J. Allisen
Ivar E. and Terrene V. Anderson**
Warren R. Anderson
Carol A. Andrews*
Rick L. and Tonya Arthe**
Jane Arata
Ardis Armstrong*
Linda K. Ashworth
Christina A. and Philip S. Bailey
Elise K. Barros
Isaac R. and Margaret L. Barpal
Wanda J. Bartlett
Bobby and Christine Bearhard
Joan and Stan Benson
Judith E. and Thomas S. deRegt**
Katherine Fenoc Jeeb and
Winston Jaeb
Hein L. Johnson
Karen L. Joseph
Robert S. and Mary E. Kennedy
David W. Kent
Joe K. and Dianna M. Kitagawa
Steven R. and Susan W. Kizet
Jeffrey A. and Lorna C. Land
Astrid H. Larsen
M. Robert and Margaret Leach
George M. and Alice E. LeRoy
Janice B. and John S. Maher**
Cynthia A. and Mark H. Lounso
Janice B. and John S. Maher
Richard J. (Neil)**
Paul and Natalie Orfaenie
Gail A. and Gerald D. Overaa
Frank E. and Laurel Prilling
Burt W. and Virginia Polito
James M. and Vicki K. Pyle**
B. Terry and Carol Reinhold**
Mary Reinhold**
Robert W. and Elining L. Rives
Allyn J. and Linda Rossetta**

The Centennial Society

Members of the Centennial Society are alumni and friends who donated $7,000-$4,999 between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004. **Deceased **Lifetime membership

Anonymous Donors (4)
Fatimah AbuZayyad and
Ray AbuZayyad
George P. Adrian
C. Kendall and Laurel Allen
Catherine A. and Kathleen J. Aistrot
Toby L. Anderson
Roger C. and Susan Antezlin
Susan M. Armstrong and Keith Marullo
Kelley Anna
Gary and Nancy Boggs
Aaron A. and Lyn C. Boker
Calv Fritzimons and Warren J. Boker
K. N. and Meera Balasubramanian
David A. and Lisa B. Baker
Robert W. Bein
Kate S. and Lawrence C. Bello
Bezzy and Paul Beninger
Daniel E. Benjamin
Ariel W. and Ellen M. Bernier
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Margaret Chase Society cont.

John B. and Rachel R. Edwards
John W. and Carol A. Ellers
Scott E. and Suzanne E. Eken
Ray M. Elam and Diana L. Gold
Richard L. Elke
John C. and Leandra BurnsEller
Lynda S. Eliott
James B. and Sally A. Elminger
Cindy D. and Kenyon S. Emerson
Cook and Curtis Emley
Richard L. and Sally S. Equinea
David B. and Kathleen M. Esposto
Steven Estrada
Hansel and Carol Evans
Jenny C. Evans
Lyman M. Evans
David A. and Patricia Faustmann
Henry J. Feyrer and Kim CollFeveryer
A. Milo and Georgena Fenn
Jen R. and Patrick Ferrin
Mark R. and Cara G. Fernandez
Joseph A. and Noelle C. Ferrinno
Paul E. and Christine Forster
Susan E. and Robert H. Foster
Victoria Fiavella
Edward W. Fong
Christine and John T. Footie
Maurice and William D. Forneg
James M. Fornum
David J. Forster
Donald R. Foster
Odyssey B. Foster
Ronald R. and Linda S. Foxblood
William B. and Judith M. Frock
Jennie and Max Freeman
Gromby M. Frohne
Dennis F. and Diana G. Frey
Richard L. and Ann M. Fribeg
Barbara B. and John W. Friezbach
Catherine L. and James C. Friezbach
Karen A. and Joseph P. Friezbach
C. William and Linda B. Bronson
Elizabeth C. and Paul E. Dausman
Gary L. and Diane F. Day
Robert M. and Diane Day
James S. and Thomas D. Debolt
Brian B. and Cynthia S. DeMaio
Anthony M. and Argo DeRose
Michael J. DeWitt
Steven Dias
Douglas H. and Sue E. Dickson
George E. and Joanne Diemier
James M. and Nancy E. Dillon
Robert B. and Linda E. Dillon
Timothy M. and Anita Doherty
Donald A. and Irgrid H. Doll
Brett W. Doolas
Doris and Stanley B. Douglas
John and MaryEllen Drummond
Wendy C. Drummond
Cecilia C. and David Duncan
Donald C. and Jeanette M. Duncan
Art and Dianeyk
Raymond W. Dunn
Dave and Janet D. Dworsky
Harold R. Eade

John P. and Rachel R. Edwards
John W. and Carol A. Ellers
Scott E. and Suzanne E. Eken
Ray M. Elam and Diana L. Gold
Richard L. Elke
John C. and Leandra BurnsEller
Lynda S. Eliott
James B. and Sally A. Elminger
Cindy D. and Kenyon S. Emerson
Cook and Curtis Emley
Richard L. and Sally S. Equinea
David B. and Kathleen M. Esposto
Steven Estrada
Hansel and Carol Evans
Jenny C. Evans
Lyman M. Evans
David A. and Patricia Faustmann
Henry J. Feyrer and Kim CollFeveryer
A. Milo and Georgena Fenn
Jen R. and Patrick Ferrin
Mark R. and Cara G. Fernandez
Joseph A. and Noelle C. Ferrinno
Paul E. and Christine Forster
Susan E. and Robert H. Foster
Victoria Fiavella
Edward W. Fong
Christine and John T. Footie
Maurice and William D. Forneg
James M. Fornum
David J. Forster
Donald R. Foster
Odyssey B. Foster
Ronald R. and Linda S. Foxblood
William B. and Judith M. Frock
Jennie and Max Freeman
Gromby M. Frohne
Dennis F. and Diana G. Frey
Richard L. and Ann M. Fribeg
Barbara B. and John W. Friezbach
Catherine L. and James C. Friezbach
Karen A. and Joseph P. Friezbach
C. William and Linda B. Bronson
Elizabeth C. and Paul E. Dausman
Gary L. and Diane F. Day
Robert M. and Diane Day
James S. and Thomas D. Debolt
Brian B. and Cynthia S. DeMaio
Anthony M. and Argo DeRose
Michael J. DeWitt
Steven Dias
Douglas H. and Sue E. Dickson
George E. and Joanne Diemier
James M. and Nancy E. Dillon
Robert B. and Linda E. Dillon
Timothy M. and Anita Doherty
Donald A. and Irgrid H. Doll
Brett W. Doolas
Doris and Stanley B. Douglas
John and MaryEllen Drummond
Wendy C. Drummond
Cecilia C. and David Duncan
Donald C. and Jeanette M. Duncan
Art and Dianeyk
Raymond W. Dunn
Dave and Janet D. Dworsky
Harold R. Eade
Carl Beck Society
Carl "Gus" Beck, Future Farmers of America chapter advisor, organized the first Poly Royal in 1923. These individuals donated $250-$499 between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004.

Deceased

Anonymous Donors (2)
Bjorn C. and Judith A. Batthyany
Scott D. Abbott
Robert W. and Marilee W. Axel
Kathy L. and Robert M. Abernathy
Kathleen L. and Robert C. Abney
Eilone V. Ackerman
John and Linda Adams
William A. and Chris A. Adams
Marshall Afton
Angelina and Lorenzo Aguilar
Fernando A. Aguirre
Steven H. Answorth
John R. Akin
Bea and Gene E. Askland
Louridence E. Almarob
Blake J. and Stephanie E. Alexandre
John E. and Ann M. Algeo
Nancy Beighley
Mark D. and Sandra M. Buchholz
Samuel A. and Liza R. Chuck
Steven L. Danny
Jan and Linda Adams
David C. and Valerie R. Beard
Howard C Brown
Gary D. and Sheila M. Charbonneau
Doren E. Curtiss
Steven H. Ainsworth
Jane Bedrosian
Leonard J Brugger
Ching-Buaan and Chuang H. Chou
Amanda C and Thomas C. Dalton
John R. Akin
William
Timothy S Andrade
Judith D. Gardiner
Wilson D. Burtt Jr
Donald M. and Elalile H. Coats
Karen M. and Richard Williams
Andrew M. and Deborah A. Allen
Thomas
Melvin H. and Sharon M. Bachman
Belinda S Bongaarts
John SCamp
Carolyn R. Cook
Tom Dewar
Patricia A. Bates and Steven
Marshall Afshar
Gary L. Bechtold
Stanley B. and Yvonne H. Brown
Kevin F Charles
Steven P. Dahl
Hal M. and Jan L. Angus
Karen
Glenn N. Almquist
Blake
Scott D. Abbott
Mary B. and Anne M. and Elmer H. Brown
Bruce A. and Suzanne L. Brown
C. Andrew Brown
David L. Brown and
Sharon Ames Brown
Howard C. Brown
Monica O. Brown
Stanley B. and Yvonne H. Brown
William A. and Susan R. Brown
James P. and Tracy Byrnes
Leonard J. Brugger
Barry L. and Jeaninne L. Bruno
Keith Brunnelle
Rebecca G. and Salvatore T. Bruno
Scott J. and Tracy Byrnes
Doreena C and Sandor M. Schuchl
Costance L. and Anthony J. Bufa
John J. Bogge
John J. Ballaro and Cynthia Meyer
Joyce S. and Norman R. Bull
Jacqueline C. Burtschell-Collins
Doreena C and Sandor M. Schuchl
Hazon E. Burford
Carolyn A. Brunnen and
David P. Winkenroll
Robert J. Bueck
Joanne Burke
George A. Burman
John C. and Linda M. Butt
Wilbon D. Butt Jr
Douglas H. and Kelly M. Bush
Peter J. and Elizabeth M. Bussert
Robert W. and Ella M. Butler
Heinz L. and Shawn L. Buter
Jennifer and William Bylisma
Anthony A. and Julie R. Caldera
David W. and Debbie A. Callin
Bruce A. and Jeanine A. Callin
Linda A. Callison
Renee M. and Brent R. Calvin
Bruce S. and Erika C. Callin
Debbie S. and Paul T. Cameron
Edwin A. and Kaye Camp
John S. Camp
Gerad K. and Shirel Z. Campbell
Jes Line K. Campbell
Jennifer G. Campbell
Frank R. and Kathryn Carnova
Darren C. and Carol C. Caren
Catheryn J. and William E. Carlo
Michael J. and Brenda C. Carfella
Robert W. Carli and Amy Kim
Alice and Dennis J. Carl
Donald R. and Christine A. Carroll
Joni S. and Beverly A. Carlson
Robert G. and Ruth C. Carlson
William H. and Susan L. Carlson
Edgar J. and Mary Ann Carnegie
Jonice L. Carr
Michelle J. and Todd Carney
James B. and Joneta A. Carson
David M. and Maciejyn J. Carter
Frank F. and Marjorie C. Cassino
Clifford S. and Christine E. Cate
Robert W. Cathey
Patricia J. Caufield
Ellen E. and Thomas R. Celaya
Daniel H. and Charlotte K. Chabot
James P. Chambers
Christine P. and Yukiee Chan
Fred H. Chan
James R. and Judith K. Chance
Edward C. and Meimei Chang
Abbie B. Chapman
James P. Chappell
Gary D. and Sheila M. Charbonneau
Alain M. Charron
Kevin F. Charley
Fernanda D. Chavez
Brian B. Chesney
Ching-Buaan and Chuang H. Chou
Ting K. Chow and Lai Chow-Mak
William O. and Helena L. Chow
Chak L. and Novin L. Choy
Stephen I. and Patricia L. Christman
Samuel A. and Rita F. Chou
Andrea Chiu and
Christian A. Palacios
Cynthia M. and Mark P. Coccaro
Brian A. Clair
Daniel L. and Carol A. Clemen
Duane M. and Pati S. Cline
Tim M. Coates
Donald M. and Elaine H. Coates
John T. Coburn
Gean E. and Ortrude Coates
Frederick W. Coffey
Barry L. and Mary E. Cohen
George P. Cole
Melissa A. and Michael T. Coleman
Jeanine M. and Stephen D. Cornelia
W. Richard Corporan
Neri and Richard Coyne
William L. and Suzanne C. Conlon
John B. and Judith L. Conley
David J. Connolly
Christopher A. and Sharor D. Connors
Bruce M. and Catherine P. Cock
Carolyne R. Cook
Joseph J. and Trudy J. Cook
Terry D. and Marybeth N. Cook
Mark A. Cooper
Linda K. and M. R. Cordaro
Daniel I. Corello
Preston L. Corless
Marcello S. Corrree
David L. Couture
James P. Cox
Lawrence W. and Tina J. Cox
Barbara N. Crane
Millian Dow
John and Susan Crawford
Alexander and Joanne Creel
Judith A. Cregan
Salvatore J. Cristofaro and
Laura Ginger
Victor C. and Sharol L. Chestfield
Charles E. Crotser
Jason A. Crotty
Dave and Jane Crotzwer
Alex G. Crollie and Judith A. King
Tarrant C. and Wilma Crystal
Michael B. and Stephanie Culkin
Marc S. and Charles D. Cunningham
Patrick G. and
Gregg A. and Margaret Cunningham
David R. and Jeanette M. Curi
Benjamin A. and Sally E. Curt
Jeff J. and Brenda E. Curt
David A. Curtis
Susan Curtis
Deren E. Curtis
Eric C. Cusick
Steven P. Dahl
Curtis L. Delgrosso
Philip E. and Sandra S. Dallero
Linda G. and Thomas C. Dalton
Ann M. D'Angelo-Orton and
Michael W. Orton
Thomas D. Dariels
Paula J. Wach-Duval
Steven L. Dannen
Shan sare G. and Heather Danroz
James P. Dassel
Dennis A. Daugherty
Annette M. Davide
Grant Davids
Gregory and</raw_text>
Carle Beck Society cont...
PLANNED GIVING AND ENDOWMENTS

Life Income Gifts
The following individuals established either charitable remainder trusts or charitable gift annuities for the benefit of the university between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004. Deceased

Anonymous Donors (4)
Frieda Agron
Andrew M. and Deborah A. Allen
Donald R. and Wanda Allison
Mary Amaral
Robert T. Anderson
Carol A. Andrews
M. Richard and Joyce J. Andrews
Richard J. Andrews
Virginia L. and Elois E. Appleston
Allyn E. and Concettina T. Arnold
Linda K. Ashworth
Anna B. Aven
Johanna G. Avila
Aaron A. and Lyn C. Baker
Robert S. and Bernice Baldwin
Richard W. and Jeanne E. Barnes
Isaac R. and Margaret L. Baerl
James W. Bear
Harlan W. Beck
Ben M. Beasley and Colleen Kelly
Peter H. and Ina Mee H. Berg
Richard A. Bergquist and Lynn A. Toughy
Ariel W. and Ellen M. Berrier
Leasia J. Blau
Barbara A. Bobeg
William V. and Margaret A. Botts
Fred F. and Margaret Bradley
William R. Broadbent
Frisbee V. Brown
Susen Pfeifer Brown and Robert T. Brown
Judith T. Burcher
Carol A. and Jeff Burgh
Richard L. and Barbara L. Burkhalter
James A. Caire
Helga R. Carden
Iark P. Carter
Everett M. and Arlene B. Chandler
Barbara and Don Chapin
Clifford W. Chapman and Gene A. Shidler
Thomas T. and Lucia T. Occh

William G. and Helena I. Chow
Constance J. Chud
Paul J. Codakas
Terry D. and Manjaphudd N. Cook
Albert E. and Gloria R. Coppel
Joseph W. and Victoria E. Crutch
George H. and Becky Coughlin
Larry J. Counts
Robert D. Coverdale
Richard D. and Adrielle Louise Crawford
Lance P. and Anita Cross
Lewis A. and Sandra R. Cryer
Susan C. and Max T. Willis
Charles H. and Barbara D. Dawson
Norma E. Dasher
Michael W. and Susan J. Desrosiers
Lori A. DeMatteis
Richard R. and Marilyn J. Demics
Lee A. Doble and Elizabeth L. Nilsen-Doble
Betty Lou Dumou
Patrick M. Edwards
Richard E. Elizondo
Katherine Estelle
Allen L. and Joan W. Evans
William D. Evans
Bob and Joan Field
Flavio E. Fisher
Harold R. and Virginia D. Florida
Mrs. Miller-Foster
William E. and Joht J. Frank
Woody H. and Adele H. Frey
Mary Ann and Al Fryer
Daniel C. Furler
Jack M. Fulton
John R. Fox
and Maria T. McCullough
Ken and Gay Gerlack
James E. and Judy M. Gillman
Charles D. and Neva S. Glenn
Angelo J. and Cindy Guinnesse
Daniel W. and Karen L. Hancock
Margorie J. Hanks
David W. Hannings
Edna E. Harrison
Margaret J. Hartman
Raymond S. and Dolores S. Harwood
Jack H. Helvitt
and Mary R. Higbee
Richard F. and Yola J. Hester
M. Joyce Hoffman
Gerald W. Holmudahl
Frieda T. and Judi A. Honore
Daisy J. Hudson
Mark G. and Carole A. Huffer
Richard D. and Penny Hussey
Darlene Hutchison
Donald A. and Diane H. Jackson
Everett C. and Ruth D. Jahr
Ethel P. Johnson
Karen L. Jordan
Glenn H. and Harriett A. Jordan
Mark A. and Marley Kent
Mary H. King
Omer L. and Claudia L. King
Paul D. King
Steve T. Kosbar
Kenneth M. and Patricia S. Klieh
Robert Lusk and Bruce C. Stuart
Jeanne Larsen
James B. and Arlene F. Lou
Uichara Lamason
Ethel A. and Eunice L. Lenz
George M. and Alice E. Leffty
William R. and Kady Lusk
James N. and Betty Mae Locke
Craig M. and Laura K. Lux
Harriet F. Low
Henry E. Madison
Donald F. Markewich
Margaret A. and Richard E. Martin
George D. and Barbara M. Mason
Glen A. and MaryAnn Manton

Carmen B. Mazza
Kent W. Mazza
Michael McCall and Joyce Kamal-McCall
Clair W. and David E. McFee
George C. McFarland
Robert D. and Maggie McMillon
Alex and Colleen A. Menendez
John L. and Sarah G. Merriam
James B. and Marjorie J. Michel
Thomas F. Match
Eric R. Morey
Albert S. and Patricia R. Monia
Don M. and Jean I. Morris
Mary L. and Thomas R. Murphy
Christ Mueller
Judith A. and M. Bradley Munn
Alice Farnick Nelson
C. J. and Mary Kay Nelson
Carolina H. and Jaime Oceada
Katherine S. and Sericelli Ode
Cynthia R. and Donald H. Osborn
Peter M. and Diane K. Ower
Donald A. and Jan L. Over
Steven R. and Carol J. Pearson
Dale W. and Claudia J. Pearson
Benny L. and Linda A. Phillips
Marco V. and Merle A. Price
Jeremy L. Prior
James M. and Vicki K. Pyle
John A. Radd
Ruth B. Rembert
Broder J. and Sheila A. Riebert
Robert W. and Elmer J. Rivers
Jack and Donna Roddy
Irene G. Rogers
Kenneth L. Rothwell
Kenneth M. and Terry J. San Filippo
Fred C. and Pauline W. Schack
Richard G. Schuda
Michael L. and Loretta L. Schild
Walter L. Schmitt
Robert L. and Martha E. Scolfield
Barbara A. Scott
Daniel L. and Rosie Segur

Elden D. and Karen Shilman
Grenda and Larry Shupek
Jon D. and Kathryn S. Silverman
Lawrence A. Simons
Richard D. Simmons
Richard M. and Joan A. Simpson
James and Norma M. Sinton
W. Sheldon and Carol E. Skill
Helen Smith
Virginia B. Smith
Jack T. and Alice Spalding
Dr. Renee A. Sprague
Arline Steiner
Wayne S. Stiles
Suzanne C. Strom
Michal G. Suchyta
Paul T. and Moon I. Sun
Don M. Talbott
Robert S. Thompson
Sheila L. Tiber and Charles L. Tiber
Raymond L. Travers
James W. and Nancy M. Troxel
Audrey and Basil R. Twist
Richard L. and Kittie S. Udd
David G. VanderZee
Charles A. and Susan Venci
Joan Vedberg
Allan E. Vogt
Shirley H. Walker
John S. and Roberta B. Ward
Grace Warner
Robert G. Wayne Jr.

Phoebe W. Whitefield
Frances L. Whitehead
Scott and Clari Wilson
John H. Wingate Jr.
Dennis H. and Margaret M. Woodin
Jenice K. Wight
Paul E. and Virginia P. Wright
Emil A. and Myo K. Yapp
Steven H. Yanese
Dorothy G. Zajac
Paul J. Zing and Candice Slater Zingg

Honor Gifts
Gifts were made in honor of the following individuals between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004.

Charles B. Adamson
David W. and Rose M. Amaral
Richard A. Anderson
Warren R. Anderson
Geoffrey T. and Linda K. Capell
Everett M. Chandler

Daniel C. Chase
Lucia T. and Thomas T. Chou
Bennett J. Bernnan
Jeoff M. Eapson
William D. Forse and
James H. Hayes

Louise Hubal
Edgar A. Hey
Katie Isaac
Dorthe Kasnak
Bryan J. Kofman
Mary K. Laventure

Alice C. Loh
Michael E. McDougall
Keith E. and Lonna T. Nielsen
Eugene L. O'Connor
Salvador J. Olaveres
Christopher M. Pasillas

George M. Ramos
Wendy M. Root
Thomas A. Turley
Dorothy Sabol
Osborne Smith
Clifton E. Swanson
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Memorial Gifts
Gifts were made in memory of the following individuals between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004.

John P. Aldrich
Emily N. Alstot
Anthony J. Amato
Danna Anderson
Michael J. Arpke
John H. Aspleghan
Alex L. Balliet
Jorg A. Bartels
David L. Bartlett
Sarah O. Bear
George C. Beutel
Lawrence H. Bennett
Brett W. Bernier
Prestiss J. Bowdon
Bates T. and Jean Bowers
Grant M. Brown
Robert J. Cardona
Alinozo Carranza
Donald A. Carranza
Jean Y. Carter
E. J. Cecil
Wesley Combs
Cordell R. Craig
Joyce Curney-Day
Harold P. and Rosalie C. Davison
Gordon T. Davis
Gerald L. Didier
Milen Dondol
Arthur C. Edwards
Kathleen A. Fisher
Leonard H. Fisher
Robert L. Fisher
Paul F. Frateski
Erica L. Gallner
Norman W. George
David J. Gill
Constance H. Gray
C. Harold Gregory
Jan Gudsett
Juana Gutbrun
Tyler F. Hammond
Charles J. Hanks
Arnsville and Raymond F. Hansen
Amedo D. Haskell
George J. Haslenn
Donald W. Hensel
Kevin Higgins
Rita B. Hill
Matthew D. Huibal
Michelle A. Jacobson
Richard L. Johnson
Bartton J. Jordan
W. Boyd Judd
Herbert Karann
Ted Kasarskis
Michael E. Koehn
Allan J. Larrsen
Barbara L. Leesline
Malcolm F. MacCoy
Hans Mager
Clarence B. Mann Jr.
John E. Martin
Duncan C. McCormack Jr.
Dorothy C. and Neil McPherson
J. Latham Menars
H. Andrew Monroe
Gyus Nikarjan
Don R. Nikkel
Malinda Olivesra
Leonard F. Ostepea
Sarah F. Perryman
Mary T. Pollock
Thomas Redican
Malinda S. Selling
Evelyn J. Rhodes
Howard Rhoads
Aryan I. Roost
Lisa E. Rogers
David J. Sanchez
Owen L. Samovar
Laura L. Sampson
Edward W. Silva
Courtney E. Smyth
Herman M. Spande
Nelle E. Spradlin
Howard F. Stoker
Robert Straw
John L. Symans
Jeni Erly Thiel
Frederick W. Thoburn Jr.
Guy H. Thomas Jr.
Yoseif I. Tiber
Edward Timpl
Harpper B. Toome
Blair Tulloch
Keith W. Uricajar
Stanley L. Van Veck Sr.
Paul J. Vormbaum
Larry Voss
Wesley S. Ward
Ralph M. Warten
Brian D. Waterbury
Denise L. Waters
Herald Watson
George D. Werte
Florence Buddy Wellks
Arthur L. Wheeler II
Peter D. Whitley
Jack Wink
Harold D. Wilson
Thelma Wilson
Carleton M. Winakow Jr.
Brad E. Yackle
Douglas T. Yungling

Gifts to Fund the Future
Recently the Cal Poly community lost the following alumni and friends. We are grateful for the generous legacies that they left the university.

Estate of Robert P. Blackburn, Jr.
Estate of Deitores T. Estrada
Estate of Hans Mahr
Estate of George H. McMeen
Estate of Judith B. and Lorenzo M. McOmie
Estate of Frank W. Pinkert

FACULTY AND STAFF SUPPORT
The following current and retired faculty and staff gave $250 or more between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004.

Anonymous Donors (5)
Alfred W. Anderson
Richard A. Anderson
Warren R. Anderson
William W. and Boris H. Armentrou
Grace E. Anson
Charles R. Attlee
Sharad D. Atre
Christina A. and Philip S. Bailey
Warren J. Baker
K. N. Balasubramanian
Elise B. Barbier
Dolcie L. Barry and
Kent E. Morrison
Ronald E. and Jane Patterson
Ginaeb Blair
William G. Boll	
Linda K. Borstal
Robert M. Bostrom
Gary A. Broedich
Walter D. Bremer
David A. Lind Brodie
Kenn Bristun
Howard E. Brown
William H. Brown
Victor A. Buecola
Anthony J. Buffa Jr.
John J. Bullian and Cynthia Moyer
Darlene Cappel-Bottman
Edgar J. and Mary Ann Carnegie
Janice L. Carr
Lark P. Carter
Glen R. Case
Beth L. Case
Everett M. and Arline B. Chandler
Sue Chidler-Kraft
Michael M. Citron
Carol F. Clifford
Donald M. Coats
Gregg S. Cozard
Aliison E. Coxe
John B. Connely
James R. Convery
Mark A. Cooper
Richard E. Follows
Donald E. Erickson
Harland Evans
Gerald P. Farrell Jr.
Jana Favalora
Robert A. Flores
William D. Forgeng Jr
Anne E. Fratessa
Dorothy C. and Neil McPherson
Duncan C. McCormack Jr.
Dorothy C. and Neil McPherson
J. Latham Menars
H. Andrew Monroe
Gyus Nikarjan
Don R. Nikkel
Malinda Olivesra
Linda H. Halisky
Michael H. and Wendy H. Hall
Jeremiah J. Hanley
Polly Haering
Sandra V. and Walter L. Harris
John Haskell
Ray M. Hayes
David H. Headrick
Harold E. Helander
William R. Hicken
VL. Holland
Maury Holiday
Laurence D. Houglad
Edgar A. Hyer
Karrie M. Ivey
Georgo K. Ikenoyama
Gail M. and Ralph A. Jacobson
Richard F. Johnson
John R. Jones
Timothy J. Kearns
David L. Keeling
Brent H. Keetch
Thomas F. Keller II
E.C. and Jason Ann Keller
Robert E. Kennedy
Iriva J. Kogan
Fayless A. Korkoalkah
Pamela L. Lang
Edward F. Krieger
Sharon W. Kuhnschmidt
Dale C. Larkoske
Roy W. Lashbrooke
Kathryn A. Lancaster
James R. Landrecht
Michael R. Lipman
Lori A. Lathos
James B. Latham
John R. Lindwall
Alicia C. and Larry H. Lon
Carol A. MacCady
Mary Ruth and George R. Mach
W. S. Manfield
John C. Maxwell
Donald L. McCalte
Michael McCaffee
Robert E. McGilffe
John F. McQuilchen
Kristina I. McKay
Lisa A. McKinley
George H. McMeen
George B. McNeely
Viola E. Millburn
Donald J. McPike
Carol J. and Wayne C. Morris
Don M. Morris
Billy W. Morris
Frank A. Munford
Barbara J. and Paul F. Murphy
Paul R. Niel
Craig J. Nelson
Lawrence W. Nelson
Keith E. Nielsen
Matthew S. Novak
O. Robert Noyes
Susan C. Ovleo
Dennis R. and Rossmann N. Parks
Rachael P. Patterson
Regis P. Pellicer
Pom Bulgarian
Matthew R. Pick
Farid B. Polat
Dominic B. Perello
Timothy R. Plumb
Kenneth D. Riehler
Carolyn J. and Jack C. Rober
Susan S. Repar
Stevan A. Rosenfield
Bianca G. Rosenhal
Jospeh E. Sabol
George K. and Shirley S. Sato
Jonathan E. and Catherine Shapiro
Harry Sharp Jr.
Mark D. Skeldon
Jan W. Smek
Elina C. and M. Eugene Smith
Phyllis M. Sneling
John G. Snetsinse
Kenneth H. Solonar
Wendy D. Spaldin
William D. and Janis Stansfield
Gene Stackbc
Michael W. Stubbins
Moton J. Min Sun
Bennie R. Swanson
Teresa A. Swartz
Meredith R. Talken
Fred H. Tiede
Jennifer A. Thorn
Yonne Ucana
Bernard A. Troy
Daniel J. Villages
Howard M. Vquelle
Caryn E. Voss
Paul W. Wack
Matt R. Wall
William C. Wallace
Virginia R. Walter
Gustav N. Weissel
Andrew L. and Archie M. Waterbury
Philip L. and Karen Webb
Barbara P. Weber
David Wielaner
Norman E. Wheeler
Mary Lou, Wife
H. Glenn Wight
J. Barron and Doris E. Wiley
Marianne M. Wolf
Michael T. Wollman
Linda R. and Raymond F. Zueschnier
Paul J. Zingg
Mark A. Zunno
CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Cal Poly thanks all the generous corporations, foundations, and organizations, both public and private, that helped the university maintain its margin of excellence by contributing gifts of cash and equipment between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004.

IN-KIND GIFTS

Individuals who contributed in-kind gifts valued at $1,000 or more between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004, are listed. Their gifts may include art, computer equipment, tractors, livestock, etc.

$1,000,000+
- Mentor Graphics
- A.G. Spiezis Companies

$100,000-$999,999
- AJR Investments LLC
- Bently Nevada
- Braunfels Co.
- City of San Luis Obispo
- Cottehell Pire Simon & McCarthy Foundation
- Performing Arts Center
- Microsoft Corporation
- Mudco Ranch
- Raytheon Company
- The Reinhold Foundation
- Mary Stuart Rogers Foundation
- Rosetta Family Investments LLC
- Simpson Manufacturing
- Universal Corporation
- Xerox America Inc

$25,000-$99,999
- Anonymous Donor
- The Balling Company
- The James G. Boswell Foundation
- Cisco Systems Inc
- Construction Employers' Association
- Continental Concrete Structures Inc
- Dairy Institute of California
- Dunn-Edwards Corporation
- Flextronics International Ltd
- Forney Industries Inc
- Foster Farms
- Gander Foundation Inc
- Hawhet-Pickard Company
- Robert H. Jamison Foundation Inc
- Kerr-McGee Corporation Foundation
- Lam Research Corporation
- The Leach Family Foundation
- Bert W. Martin Foundation
- Micronutrients
- MKS Instruments
- Philanthropic Ventures Foundation
- Placer Homes Corporation
- Raylound Foundation
- Rodeo Boosters Executive Board
- Select Milk Producers Inc
- M. H. Sherman Company
- Sinsheimer Schiebelhut & Baggett

Winery
- Bill and Stacey Fairbanks
- Debbie Freeman
- Howard A. and Mary S. Gee
- Craig A. Gilliland
- Diana L. and Tony Gilliland
- Angeli and Richard Hanley
- Jim and Polly Harrigan
- David H. Headdress
- Susan M. and Andrew Henriquez
- David W. Kent
- Royce D. Kint
- William C. Larsen

Selenium National Lease
- See-The-Redwoods League
- Harvey L. and Maud C. Sorensen Foundation
- SunWest Foods Inc
- Teltech Construction Inc
- Vittoria
- W.E. (Monterey) Waterman Industries Inc
- Wells Fargo & Company
- World Reach Inc
- Xerox Corporation

$1,000-$9,999
- @Black Diamond
- 5:11 Tactical Series Inc
- A & M Livestock Auction
- Accenture Foundation Inc
- Access Business Group LLC
- Adaptec Inc
- Adobe Systems Inc
- Adrian Architects Associates
- Arent Inc
- Agilis Technologies Inc
- Aileam Realty Inc
- Air Valve Block Inc
- Albertsons
- Alcon Laboratories Inc
- American Air Liquide Inc
- American Poly-Face Company Inc
- Amecon Inc
- Analytical Graphics Inc
- Andre Morris & Buttery
- Amisnich Company Inc
- Animal Nutrition Systems
- Associated Food & Supply Company Inc
- A&I Corporation
- Aurora Hardware Lumber Inc
- The Austin Company
- Back Pain Chiropractic
- Clinics
- Clinic Corporation
- L.R. Baggs Company
- Barra Inc
- Bonsell Powlar & Partners Inc
- The Brooks Bonewein
- Buthscalg
- Bell Flavors and Fragrances Inc
- Best Management Company
- The Bling Inc.
- Bosman Dairy-Meadowlah Dairy

DBMC
- Boudonnet Farms Inc
- Brochini Farms Inc
- Grant M. Brown Memorial Foundation
- Bruin Ranch
- Buchanan Angus Ranch
- Bunnell Construction
- Dwayne B. Rusbach
- DS Metal Construction
- C & C Dental Corporation
- Cadwell Industries Inc
- Cal Poly Alumni Association - G.C. Alumni Chapter
- Cal Poly Alumni Association - Modesto Chapter
- Cal Poly Alumni Association - Central Valley
- Cal Poly Women's Club
- Cal Poly Student Travel
- Cal Poly Foundation
- Carlisle-Seitz Foundation
- California Amateur Wrestling Foundation
- California Association of Nurseries
- California Center for Cancer Research Club
- California Community Foundation
- California Creative Operators Association
- California Cut Flower Commission
- California Faculty Association
- California Farm Bureau Federation
- California International Airshow
- California Landscape
- Contractors Association
- California League of Food Processors
- California Retired
- Teachers Association
- California Society of CPAs
- California State Grange
- California Tomato Research Institute Inc
- California Water Services
- Camarata Ranch
- Cannon Associates Inc
- The Capital Group Companies Inc
- The Canelos Foundation
- Career Recruitment Media Inc
- Carthage-University Feed Division
- CAS Aprüv Inc
- Cavallo-Moore Ranch
- CBZ Inc
- Charter School
- Sherman and Company
- Chelsea Financial Resources Inc
- Chemours Corporation
- William H. Coker Family Foundation
- City National Bank
- The Clark Construction Group Inc
- Cranston Systems Inc
- Causa Dairy Farms
- Delia
- W. A. Cleary Construction
- The Clinton Company
- Coatings Industry Education Fund
- The Collaborative West Inc
- Community Foundation of Silicon Valley
- ComputerLand of San Luis Obispo
- Concord Farm Bureau Center
- Conover Systems Inc
- Coors Brewing Company
- Coyote Club
- Creek Properties
- CrossTown Productions
- Crystal Springs Water Company
- Cuesta Cadillac Oldsmobile Inc
- Cresco Tire Company
- Cumite Brookings Turf
- Turner and Morrisett
- Dan's Feed & Seed Inc
- Davis Mechanical Systems
- Degussa Corporation
- D'Ellis Group Inc
- Deloitte Touche LLP
- Dean Devine MD Inc
- Diamond of California
- Digiquote
- Digicore Medical Products
- The Walt Disney Company
- The Distinguished Order of Zorocats
- Distributed Power Technologies
- Domingo Construction
- Dornett & Jackson Inc
- Nancy C. and Dale Doughtery Foundation
- Dowd and Guild Inc
- Duke Energy Morro Bay LLC
- Dunn Vineyards
- Durahblend
- E.T. Horn Company
- Eberle Winery
- Eco Farms Avocados
- EdVenture Partners
- Engineering West
- Consulting Engineers

www.giving.calpoly.edu
The following organizations supported employee charitable giving by making matching gifts to Cal Poly on their employees’ behalf in the amount of $1,000 or more.

**Matching Gift Companies**

- Adobe Systems Inc
- Deloitte Foundation
- KPMG Foundation
- PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
- The Walt Disney

**Cal Poly is grateful to have received $265,475 in corporate matching gifts between July 1, 2003, and June 30, 2004.**

The following organizations supported employee charitable giving by making matching gifts to Cal Poly on their employees' behalf in the amount of $1,000 or more.
A T H L E T I C  G I F T S

The Cal Poly Athletic Department relies on the community, fans and alumni to fund scholarships and provide resources needed to improve and build athletic facilities. In-kind donations and tax-deductible gifts allow the Cal Poly Athletic Program to be competitive in the ranks of NCAA Division I. The Athletic Department gratefully acknowledges all supporters who helped make 2003-2004 a successful year for the Mustangs.

Benefactor ($50,000+)
Cal Poly Foundation
Robert H. Janssen Foundation
Richard J. O'Neil

Centennial Society ($10,000-$24,999)
M. Richard and Joyce J. Andrews
Linda S. and Michael J. Anselmo
Bobby and Christine Beauchou
Everett M. and Arlene E. Chandler
First American Financial Foundation
Hitchcock/Arendes Wrestling Camp
David G. and Cindy Hyde
Richard G. Nomini
Pacific West Properties
Tisha and William B. Scour
South Coast Golf Tournament
Stacy A. Traylor

Gold Mustang ($4,000-$9,999)
Adrian Architect Associates
Andre, Morris & Batsey
Becky and Richard A. Berg
Daniel P. and Linda G. Brunello
Sally Ward Buxcoa and
Mary A. and Ronald B. Burk
Crystal Springs Water Co
Cuesta Cadillac Oldsmobile Inc
Donna P. d'Autremont
Dopple Medical Products
Kevin W. Dye
E C Doose & Son Insurance
Fidelity National Title Company
Karyn M. and Thomas J. Gallo
Hull & Hieatt Attorneys At Law
Gary L. and Bonnie R. Mitchell
The Jack Family Foundation Inc
Lee F. & Jon E. Hollister-Dental Corp
Rosenberg Foundation
James A. Guagnano Inc
Anne and Eugene Keller
Bradley J. and Renee Lyon
Lynn W. Young
Ali and Sandra J. Marinai
Morris & Garrison Insurance
Richard T. and Nancy J. Mann
Dana A. and Brenda Naffriger
Oak Park Manor
D'Elaine S. and Mike Patrick
Paul J. Prather
The Real Estate Group
of San Luis Obispo Inc
Jaydon Rosenborg
Salomon Smith Barney
Charitable Trust
San Luis Garbage Company
Mike Bell
James N. and Sarah R. Sheltton
Shipsey and Seitz Inc
Lisa K. Story
Louis M. Tedone
Thomson Electric Inc
TimeValue Software
Union Bank of California N.A.

Silver Mustang ($2,000-$3,999)
Anonymous Donors (7)
George P. Adrian
Ahern Realty
Anheuser-Busch Companies Inc
Aurora Hardwood Lumber Inc
Kalianis
Robin and Barbara Baggett
Carrie D. and Kenneth E. Baird
Marylin and Timothy M. Banducci
David C. and Sheryl A. Beem
Sandra L. and Monetta R. Bennett
Ann S. and David A. Bernhardt
Lori J. and Michael C. Bickel
Raymond D. Blancha
Cheryl and Dwayne R. Burbach
Richard J. Bushey
California Amateur
Wrestling Foundation
Concannon Associates
Jeffrey T. and Linda K. Copell
Joanne and Michael Carroll
Sal J. and Samanta M. Cesaroi
Donald M. and Elaine K. Crafts
Catherine L. and Gregg S. Cober
James C. and Sandra J. Copeland
Jean Corsby
Coyote Club
Laura and Vincent C. Crico
Cuesta Title Company
Philip J. Daily
Eve and Sean Devine
ESCO Technologies
Joseph E. and Mary L. Ferrara
Enderfield
Randal F. and Alison Fleury
Frame Works
Dorina K. Frucht
Bonnie and Gene M. Garritano
Wayne Gremt and Amy Sirky
James D. and Kathryn A. Gliese
The Grogan Co
Joseph Guidetti
Ann and Sig M. Hadad
Carol and Thomas W. Hale
Myung-Il and William P. Hales
Debra L. and Garney Hall
Patricia L. and William A. Hayes
Sandra V. and Walter L. Harris
Jonathan and Thalia T. Hastings
Ronald F. and Jan W. Haynes
Catherine A. Hennelly and
Michael M. Petersheim
Hopper Enterprises Inc
Janie L. and V. L. Hollnad
Home Magazine
Howard’s News Agency
Kimiko M. and Clytie S. Ikkeda
Jan Jensen and Frank L. Peatt
J M Wilson Development Corporation
Jamison Realty
Linda G. and Brent H. Keetha
Charles R. and Rebecca Kendrick
Kathleen M. and
Marc Van den Berg
Janice E. and Phillip Kissel
Thomas A. Klemens
Rick and Stefanielle Leguina
Jan and Marcia L. Lindwall
Wayne L. Long
Joy and Wayne L. Long
Mike Martinez
Marshall-Spoo Sunset Funeral Chapel
James W. and RoseAnn Martin
Barbara A. and Donald L. McCale
Carol A. and Kevin W. McGurty
Gay and Susan Margaret
Dorothy and Leslie C. Moyer
Jeanne B. and Kenneth H. Miller
Monetary Services
Elizabeth M. and Michael W. Moore
Albert S. and Patricia R. Morley
Don M. and Jean I. Morris
Gregory R. and Terri Morris
Don Scott and Karen R. Morton
Robert E. and Mary Naal
Matthew S. Nevis and
Nora M. Kelly
Jean and Patrick J. D’ Matte 
Timothy R. Pumpl and
Penny J. Sullivan
Pepe Management
Richardson Properties
Charles M. and Kathy L. Rose
John and Kathy Rossetti
David G. and Patrick D. Roscu
Sue Ann and Kenneth R. Ross
Sinnheiser Schiebel and & Bagget
John R. and Karri C. Smith
Phyllis M. and William J. Shilling
Jack T. and Alice Spalding
Sports & Wellness Physical Therapy
Stornetta & Associates
Matt H. Tofield
Rick Trimmer
Village Center Dry Cleaners
Lee J. and Kristine O. Walters
William Shorts Insurance Agency
World Reheating
Tamara L. and Michael D. Wright

Bronze Mustang ($1,000-$1,000+)
A.G. Blodgett Inc
American Forest and Paper Company
Richard A. and Jane L. Anderson
Frank and Margaret A. Applegate
Ad Management Corporation
Bank of America Corporation
Barrett Cox & Associates
Beisler & Bckerett Attorneys at Law
John R. and Mary M. Bernier
Michael N. Berney
Lois and William L. Blodgett
William G. and Genene L. Boldt
Boyd Enterprises
John and Pamela Bryles
Ronald Brunic
castoro Cellars
Chamberlins-Ledden Construction Inc
Ayres and Robert D. Coburn
Anthony L. Calliers
ComputerLand of San Luis Obispo
Charles S. and Chandl and
Marian McQuire
Cumberlands, Coates & Dinsmore
Dolfi Farms Inc.
Don C. and Crew Jr.
Furniture Junctional and
Carpenter Cleaners
Mary and Thomas Ferguson
Floor Connection
Linda M. and Morton Frey
Norman A. and Natalie J. Gonzales
Doug and Robin P. Hendry
Heavily-Biased Ford
Steven W. and Lori C. Hollister
Home Motors
Hydro Logic Inc
J Johnson, Attorney At Law
Jacobsen & Company
Debra K. and Kenneth W. Keenan
Norene Carter-Keehan
Kings Credit Services
Lisa M. and Robert A. Lake
Doug A. LaPorte
Roger D. Later
Michael B. Lewler
Ethel A. and Eugene C. Lenz
Elsie K. and Kenneth L. Lloyd
Amy H. and Reid C. Lundstrom
Madox Enterprises Inc
Richard A. Martinez
Kathy S. and Thomas G. McLaughlin
James S. and Patty Miller
Mullens Family
Donald A. Mulllance
Betty J. and Kenneth R. Nelson
C. J. and Maria Kay Nelson
Katsui Nenio
Don L. and Tamara B. Nichols
Ocean Park Hotels Inc
Laurel D. and Peter M. Orndre
Joel K. and Deborah J. Peterson
Prime Retail LP
R E Wooster Associates
The Rose Hills Foundation
RBM Design Group
San Luis Ambulance Service Inc
San Luis Pension Consultants Inc
San Luis Trust Bank
Santa Maria Seeds Inc
Curt D. and Kathy D. Schewe
Schlutz Mosby Media Group Inc
Emilie A. and Robert W. Schultz
Karen L. and James A. Scott
Charis L. and Virginia Senn
Douglas H. Shear
Chase D. and William L. Sparr
Edward and Suzanne M. Squires
Curtis and Renea Thompson
Bryan N. and Roberta Victor
Joan Vennany
Carolyn E. Voss
Wells Fargo & Company
Betty D. and Verne M. Willman
Cindy D. and Karl F. Wittstrom
Paul J. Zing and Cardiovascular Slag Zing

Stampede Gold ($500-$999)
Anonymous Donor
9 Cities Credit Union
Service Foundation
A & J Refrigeration
ABC Bail Bonds
Academic Real Estate
Warrren R. Anderson
Karen M. and Santos C. Arana
Bill Blalidge
David and Vickie Billingsley
Laurie L. and Lawrence M. Borello
Deborah L. and Robert Brethweil
Robert G. and Victoria A. Brown
Katherine and Mark Bruner
Paul T. Burkner
Gabriel San Luis
Cal-Ex Trading Company
Bernice A. and Glenn D. Carlson
Carmel Cattle Company
Brenda and Scott Carwright
Central West Produce
Chicago Title Company
Michael A. Church
James T. and Karen Clarke
Carol F. and Alan Clifford
Phillip M. and Sandra S. Colbert
Cindy L. and Thomas M. Collins
Cardona Concrete Construction
Beth A. and Carlos Cardona
Creaos Korth Orthopedic
Rehabilitation Inc
Deanne L. and Jack R. Croft
Leslie E. and Rod N. Curb
James and Wendy G. Dilly
Dave Ormorde Construction
Dixie and Donald R. Drehance
Sandra S. and Steven Delmarte
Lee A. and Margaret
Elizabeth L. Nelson Dobie
Econo Lube ‘N Tune
El Camino Building Supply Inc
Leland S. and Valerie F. Endres
Engle & Murphy
Richard M. and Sally S. Equinox
Jon M. and Amy K. Ericson
Carole L. and William L. Fairbanks
Anne L. and Daniel A. Fernandez
Firestone Grill
James M. and Karen M. Flagg
Angela M. and Jon S. Freitas
Mark L. Hulka
Adeline Gabe
Kaiusnrene G. Gebbie
Bili and Nancy Gennish
Thomas E. and Debbie
Michael and Peti Gil
Beverly J. and Bryan J. Gigg
Frederick K. and Sharon S. Gilx
The Golden One Credit Union
Greg Musico Properties
Greg Nester Construction
& Development
Gregory Cayton Investigations
Lori and Steve Gregory
Ruth E. and Thomas E. Hele
Charles P. and Mary J. Hammers
Evan L. Hansen
James Harrison
Carol and Dan L. Hathaway
Joseph F. and Kimberly J. Heringes
Hicks Pension Services
Gunse and Pual Hodgson
Leslie and Michael Hurstaid
Jeanne and John Hurstaucl
Kazu and MitsucoIde
T. J. We. Design & Construction Inc
J. D. Johnson
Ketch & Rohe Petroleum
Philip F. Kotterle
Stacey L.
Paul A. and Reids J. Kyrlyuchi
Doris A. and Harold H. Lanson
A year ago, Cal Poly Magazine featured several alumni whose Hollywood success reflects well on their learn-by-doing education. Art and design graduate Lisa Satriano ('89) was in the midst of filming “Spider-Man 2” at that time.

She had previously worked on the original “Spider-Man,” which Newsweek magazine called “the most successful comic-book movie in history.”

Released to critical acclaim at the end of June 2004, “Spider-Man 2” grossed more than $365 million over the summer, making it the second-most-successful movie of the season.

Movie critics have speculated that the original “Spider-Man,” the first post-9/11 blockbuster, and its sequel have filled a need in the American psyche for heroes. But the movie has played to rave reviews all around the world. Even The Nation in Nairobi, Kenya, reported that “Spider-Man 2” was “the biggest draw ever” in that country.

“I thought ‘Spider-Man 2’ might do well in the box office, too,” says Satriano, who served as one of two first-assistant directors for the movie. “It has such a great love story and even more exciting action than the original.”

Now in Europe filming a new movie called “Aeon Flux” with Charlize Theron and Marton Csokas, Satriano caught the premier of “Spider-Man 2” in Berlin. “It was fun watching it in another country,” she said, “although I still sat in the English theater.”

Satriano reports that Sony is already “lining up ‘Spidey-3’ to start shooting” next fall or in early winter. “I’m looking forward to reading the script, another great adventure!” she said.

For those who missed “Spider-Man 2” in the theater, it is scheduled to be released on DVD soon after Thanksgiving 2004. Fans will be excited to know that the DVD version includes a 12-part documentary on the making of “Spider-Man 2.” Watch for Satriano at work.

To read more about the Spider-Man movies, go to http://spiderman.sonypictures.com.
Extreme Makeover
Makes Extreme Difference

What a difference a day makes. Or in this case, a weekend – a weekend late last spring, to be precise.

That’s all it took for 25 industrial and manufacturing engineering students to renovate and transform an older, ordinary home into a brighter, more functional one for an elderly Nipomo man, who is disabled, and his wife.

The “extreme makeover,” also known as the Polyhouse Project, was part of Professor Roya Javadpour’s graduate-level technological project management course. Javadpour wanted to give students hands-on experience planning and managing a technical project that involved fund raising, scheduling, allocating resources, budgeting, assessing risk and monitoring progress.

“This worthwhile endeavor posed many challenges for the students,” Javadpour says, “including the need to plan and schedule the work and resources to assure that the entire project could be completed in only three days. The lessons learned were invaluable.”

The home belongs to Ed and Joyce Babros. Ed has been wheelchair bound for several years. Joyce is his main caregiver. Working from the Babros’s “wish list,” the students painted the inside of the house; widened doorways; installed new floors, ceiling fans, easy-access shelves and a shower large enough to accommodate Ed’s wheelchair.

“The renovation has changed and enhanced our lives,” Joyce says. “The biggest plus is the work the students did in the bathroom. The shower alone has helped tremendously. The floors and carpeting are smooth and make it easier to push a wheelchair or for Ed to navigate his walker. The paint and ceiling fans add beauty and comfort to our home.”

The project proved valuable to all parties. “Theoretically, planning and managing a project is very easy,” says industrial engineering senior Brian Cameron. “In reality, it is difficult. The only way to really test a plan and gain the full experience is to put it to work. This is exactly what the Polyhouse Project allowed us to do. The project took learning by doing to a new level. It was very intense and time-consuming, but I got a great experience from it and also helped the community.”

More than 40 donors, including local businesses, individuals and fellow industrial and manufacturing engineering students, provided financial support for the project. For more information on the project, go online to www.polyhouse.org.
Celebrating Cells:
International Award Named In Honor of Biology Researcher Paul Nakane

A n international society gave double recognition recently to Paul Nakane, adjunct biology professor and researcher at Cal Poly, for his scientific work in the study of cells.

The International Federation of Societies for Histochemistry and Cytochemistry established the Paul Nakane Prize - and named him as its first recipient - in recognition of Nakane’s “significant scientific accomplishments and leadership in scientific societies in the United States and Japan.”

Histochemistry and cytochemistry are branches of science that focus on the study of the chemical composition and activities of tissues and cells.

The group presented the award to Nakane at its international congress in San Diego in July. The award consists of a plaque and a certificate, both bearing a portrait of Nakane, plus an all-expenses-paid trip to the federation’s international congress.

“The prize recognizes the role you have played as a scientist and leader, and we can think of no person more deserving of the award,” said IFSHC President Ron Van Noorden.

Future awards will go to professionals who demonstrate outstanding scientific contributions and international leadership in advancing the disciplines of histochemistry and cytochemistry.

Nakane, who has been at Cal Poly since 2003, said the award is a great honor. “I’ve received other awards before, but to receive an award named after me is different,” he says. “To know that the Paul Nakane Prize will be given to someone long after I am gone is a strange feeling.”

He is currently working to develop a clinical medical test to identify specific antibiotics effective against infectious bacteria and fungi within two hours after receiving clinical specimens from infected patients.

It would be a real boon to medical science if doctors could more rapidly and accurately prescribe targeted antibiotics to fight illness, Nakane says.

“Now, physicians wait two or three days for the results of antibiotic-susceptibility tests to come back from testing laboratories. The time required to obtain the information is too long, so patients are treated with broad-spectrum antibiotics prior to exact diagnosis. That practice is resulting in the emergence of drug-resistant strains of bacteria and fungi - something faster test results could combat,” explains Nakane, who also holds a doctorate in medical sciences.

He says he became interested in cells and mutation during biology classes when he was a high school student in his native Japan.

Before coming to Cal Poly, Nakane served as professor of pathology at the University of Colorado School of Medicine, director of the Medical Research Institute at Tokai University in Japan, and chair of the Anatomy Department at Nagasaki University School of Medicine.
meeting of the American Society for Horticultural Science. The team placed first overall in the nursery and vegetable divisions, and team members placed in the individual competitions, as well.

For the third straight year the Cal Poly Flower Judging Team won the National Intercollegiate Floral Crop Quality Evaluation and Design Contest. Cal Poly is tied with two other universities—Ohio State and the University of Wisconsin—River Falls—for the national record for consecutive victories. Student Jon-Paul Williams was named top overall judge.

**News**

The Agribusiness Department has a new Master of Science in agribusiness to fill a long-standing, student-expressed need. Students complete extensive coursework involving international agricultural business issues, as well as agricultural technology, policy and international marketing.

- Cal Poly was granted developmental accreditation for a new Dietetic Internship program "to help meet the need for registered dietitians and to prepare graduates to meet the requirements for dietetic registration," says Program Director Susan S. Swadener, an instructor in the Food Science and Nutrition Department.

- The Natural Resources Management Department has a new Bachelor of Science degree program in environmental management and protection. The program is an expansion of an existing concentration within the Forestry and Natural Resources Management program.

**College of Architecture & Environmental Design**

**Students**

City and regional planning students Jason Gavin and Andrew Rubin created VirtualSLO.com, a Web site that gives 360-degree views of locations throughout San Luis Obispo. The site won second place in a five-state student entrepreneurial leadership competition sponsored by Loyola Marymount University.

**Orfalea College of Business**

**Students**

A team of business administration students took the Rookie of the Year and First Runner-Up awards in the national Students in Free Enterprise competition, completing...
David P. Christy, former associate dean for undergraduate programs at Penn State University’s Smeal College of Business and an expert in production planning and manufacturing strategy, is the new dean of the Orfalea College of Business.

“I am very impressed with Dean Christy’s experience, ability to work with diverse constituents, and professional exuberance,” says Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker. “He will be a great asset to the Orfalea College of Business and to the university as a whole.”

With extensive experience in creating programs to benefit students and a strong background in operations and information systems, he brings a wide range of expertise to Cal Poly.

At Penn State, Christy worked with faculty to develop curriculum reforms that enabled timely degree completion. “By streamlining electives and examining required courses, it is far more likely that students can complete degree requirements during any semester,” Christy says.

He also significantly expanded and refined opportunities for international studies, so that one of four business undergraduates at Penn State now completes a study-abroad experience. Christy is also credited with improving undergraduate advising services at Penn State by providing students with the guidance and support necessary to make sound academic decisions.

With advancement and reinforcement of academic excellence as his No. 1 goal at Cal Poly, Christy sees faculty development and student-centered educational experiences as significant objectives.

“My challenge is to continue to engage the alumni and friends of Cal Poly to assist me in investing in our superb faculty and deserving students. We must support faculty to explore leading ideas in research and business practice, and to enable students to have the very richest learning environment that we can imagine. These are essential goals that can only be realized with the continued support of our friends,” Christy says.

As dean, Christy oversees the college’s six academic areas — accounting, economics, finance, industrial technology, management, and marketing. The Orfalea College of Business has approximately 65 faculty members, more than 2,300 undergraduate majors, and some 90 graduate students.

Christy joined the Penn State faculty in 1983 as an assistant professor of management science. He served as chair of the Management Science and Information Systems Department from July 1999 until October 2000, when he became associate dean for undergraduate programs.

Christy earned a Bachelor of Science degree in biology from the University of Dayton and a Master of Education and a Doctorate in Business Administration from the University of Georgia.
Music Professor Clifton Swanson Leaves on a High Note

Music Professor and Department Chair Clifton Swanson retired at the end of spring quarter after 37 years of service, leaving an indelible mark on the campus and the community for numerous musical and cultural contributions.

Swanson came here to teach in 1967. He served as department chair almost continuously for 19 years. In addition to his teaching and administrative responsibilities, he founded and directed the Cal Poly Symphony.

Swanson is widely known – and lauded – for co-founding the San Luis Obispo Mozart Festival and serving as its music director and conductor since its inception in 1971. What began as a modest two-day event has evolved into one of the nation’s premier music festivals, lasting some 10 days and attracting world-class musicians.

Those accomplishments might be considered enough for some, but not for Swanson. He played an integral part in turning the Performing Arts Center into a reality, serving as a member of the steering committee for design and construction of the center. He was also a member of the advisory board for the Performing Arts Center and a member of the board of directors of Cal Poly Arts.

Swanson served as conductor of the San Luis Obispo Symphony from 1971 to 1984. Currently he is principal bass for the San Luis Obispo Symphony. He has also performed with several organizations and at numerous festivals.

It’s no wonder that he has garnered numerous awards, including the 1991 Cal Poly President’s Award for Contributions to the Arts of San Luis Obispo County.

“Not only did Clif understand that he needed to nourish the minds and the intellect of our students, but he also knew we needed nourishment,” President Warren J. Baker said in remarks at Swanson’s retirement reception. “Very quietly, very successfully, he has nourished the entire community, well beyond the university.”

In recognition of all he has done, friends have established the Clifton Swanson Music Building Enhancement Fund to help realize one of his biggest dreams – a complete renovation of the Davidson Music Center, including the addition of an electronic music studio and practice rooms, as well as faculty offices, a recital hall and library.

Also in his honor, the Orchestra Rehearsal Room will be renamed the Clifton Swanson Orchestra Room. To make a contribution to the building enhancement fund, call the Music Department at (805) 756-2607 or the College of Liberal Arts Advancement Office, (805) 756-7022.
Graphic Communication Has ‘Reason’ to Brag

Reason magazine’s 40,000 subscribers got a big surprise when their June 2004 issue arrived. Each cover had been personalized with a photograph of the subscriber’s house circled, an aerial map of the subscriber’s neighborhood, and an individualized message.

Sound impossible?

Not at all. With the help of industry partners and technology that invokes vague recollections of Orwell’s classic book 1984, the Graphic Communication Department conducted a week-long experiment in digital printing that could very well have a dramatic impact on the print media’s role in communication, says Department Head Harvey Levenson.

The technique involved satellite aerial photography and other sophisticated technology and equipment, including a digital printing press, valued at about $250,000, donated to Cal Poly by Xeikon America.

Each cover of Reason magazine – a publication that focuses on issues of free enterprise, marketing and entrepreneurship – also carried, in large type, the subscriber’s name, followed by “They Know Where You Live! – The benefits of a database nation.”

The inside front cover included information specific to each subscriber and his or her neighborhood, including a street map of the neighborhood and related demographics. The back cover carried additional personalized text.

“Each magazine was targeted to a ‘market of one,’” Levenson says. “The building of a file and the individualized printing of satellite aerial photography is unique and original in this first-time attempt.”

The experiment was conducted by University Graphic Systems, a student-run and student-managed printing and publishing enterprise of the Graphic Communication Department.

A Southern-California company provided the digital files with the names, addresses and satellite aerial neighborhood maps of the subscribers. The files also included population, median income, median age, people per household, plus numerous additional details – from the number of children living with their grandparents to the percentage of neighbors with college degrees. The information was gathered from free Internet sites such as the U.S. Census Bureau.


Nick Gillespie, editor-in-chief of Reason magazine, said in the Los Angeles Times article, “The customization of the magazine was a nifty experiment and a great promotional opportunity for everyone involved. A team of a dozen people in six states, from Connecticut to Arkansas to California, spent several months collating data and publishing test copies before realizing the final product. It was a very difficult task of orchestration. None of the main people involved were in the same time zone, much less the same office.”

UCTE Renamed College of Education

The University Center for Teacher Education has been renamed the College of Education, the final move in a three-year restructuring effort intended to expand educational and career opportunities.

The name change culminates work spearheaded by Bonnie Konopak when she was hired as the center’s first dean in 2000.

“Professional education has become a focal point on campus because of shortages of K-12 educators in critical areas such as science, math and technology education,” Konopak says. “I am very pleased that Cal Poly has recognized us as the seventh college on campus. This recognition is a tribute to educational faculty and staff from across campus who worked tirelessly to develop this new organization.”

The former UCTE offered credential programs and a master’s degree in education. The expanded college has elementary and secondary education programs in the Division of Teacher Education and all graduate programs in the Department of Graduate Studies in Education. A recent addition is an educational doctorate for aspiring administrators offered in collaboration with UC Santa Barbara. It is Cal Poly’s first doctoral program.

Other changes under way include the expansion of the teaching credential programs in math, biology, chemistry and physics; the addition of a new master’s degree specialization in math and science education in conjunction with the College of Science and Mathematics; the appointment of Shirley Magnusson as the Cotchet Endowed Professor; the recent addition of Cotchet Scholarships; and the construction of the Cotchet Math and Science Education teaching lab.
How ‘Green’ Is Our Campus?

Swanton Pacific Ranch
Touted as ‘Model of Responsible Forestry Practices’

The international Forest Stewardship Council has given the Swanton Pacific Ranch a top designation for its responsible forestry practices, making Cal Poly only the fourth university in the United States – and the first on the West Coast – to earn the honor.

The Forest Stewardship Council, an international nonprofit environmental group headquartered in Bonn, Germany, has designated the ranch in Santa Cruz County a “well-managed forest.” The designation came after a year-long evaluation.

The 3,200-acre Swanton Pacific Ranch and nearby 600-acre Valencia Creek property were donated to Cal Poly by the late Al Smith, an alumnus and founder of Orchard Supply Hardware. The College of Agriculture uses the ranch as a living lab for students in several departments and programs.

“Basically the well-managed forest designation means we have sustainable forestry practices, and all of our timber products are ‘green’ and ‘green harvested,’” explains Interim Dairy Science Department Head Walter Mark, former director of the ranch. “We consider this very significant, given that our main objective at Swanton is to demonstrate sustainable forestry and natural resources management practices, and to give our students hands-on, learn-by-doing experience in those practices,” Mark says.

Cal Poly joins Yale, Duke and Paul Smith’s College in attaining the designation. “Independent certification confirms that the Swanton Pacific Ranch is being managed in the long-term interest of both the environment and the educational mission of the property,” says Robert Hrubes, senior vice president of Scientific Certification Systems, an accreditation agency.

The agency’s evaluation determined that the ranch-management plans are comprehensive, are based on detailed resource inventories, and have safeguards in place to protect rare, threatened and endangered species.

For more information on the Swanton Pacific Ranch, visit its Web site at www.spranch.org.

Campus Pledges Environmental Responsibility

Cal Poly has officially embraced environmental responsibility. At a special Earth Day convocation on “Education for Sustainability,” Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker announced that the university had signed the Talloires Declaration, a 10-point pledge to make the campus a place where sustainable resource use and environmental protection are practiced, improved and taught.

“Cal Poly has already begun much of the work detailed in the Talloires Declaration,” Baker says. “The Cal Poly Master Plan, the Cal Poly Land project, and the Campus Sustainability Initiative bear witness to our dedication to creating an institutional culture of sustainability, and we pledge to continue that work. As a polytechnic university, Cal Poly is uniquely positioned to focus the attention of our many disciplines on environmental responsibility.”

The international movement began in 1990, when Tufts University convened a conference in Talloires, France, where educational leaders voiced their concerns about the accelerating depletion of the world’s natural resources. In answer, the group developed the Talloires Declaration, spelling out key actions that institutions of higher education can take to ensure a sustainable future.

“Cal Poly is committed to solving problems created by outdated technologies and to promoting innovative solutions and successful traditional alternatives,” says Linda Dalton, Cal Poly’s executive vice provost for planning. “Students, faculty and staff are working together to operate the university more sustainably through energy conservation, recycling and the use of alternative transportation.”

Computer Training is Central to Valley Economy

The California State University Commission on the Extended University has awarded Cal Poly Continuing Education and University Outreach a $50,000 grant to expand applied technology training programs in Tulare County.

The program, known as the Central Valley Technology Initiative, is intended to identify areas where such training is needed, develop and implement computer and technology training programs for the agricultural business and corporate sector, and design new programs if deemed necessary, says Dennis “Skip” Parks, dean of Continuing Education.

“Continued economic development in Tulare County will depend on all industries’ ability to utilize technology in their operations,” Parks explains. “CVTI aims to train the local work force in various technology applications, allowing the Central Valley to expand economic and business development.”

John Houser (MBA, M.S. ENGR '94) was recently named the project’s coordinator.

This initiative is just the beginning of a larger push to start a multi-university center in Tulare. “We are investigating options for how institutions can partner to better serve the lifelong learning needs of the Central Valley,” Parks says.

For details, visit the Web at www.continuing-ed.calpoly.edu.

Arts Programs Take Center Stage at Local Schools

A brighter picture is emerging for budding Central Coast artists, thanks to the establishment of two new programs offered through the Liberal Studies Department.

One program, administered through the recently established Cal Poly Central Coast Center for Arts Education, provides elementary and secondary schoolteachers with supplemental professional-development instruction in dance, theater, music and visual arts.

The center will also give teacher-education students opportunities to attend professional workshops that address California’s visual and performing arts content standards for kindergarten through high school.

The center is a tribute to the work being done by Liberal Studies faculty members, who in the last three years received nearly $500,000 in grants to oversee county arts education programs.

“The need for more professional-development locations on the Central Coast, where teachers, artists and art educators can come together for education and discussion in and of the arts, is critical,” says Liberal Studies Department Chair Susan Duffy. “The new center will position Cal Poly as a leader in this educational area.”

The second program, Cal Poly Agricultural Literacy and the Arts, helps teachers find connections between agriculture and the arts. It was established with a $30,000 grant from the Kellogg Foundation.

Through the project, 4th- through 12th-grade teachers attend professional development workshops and summer institutes that demonstrate ways to raise public awareness about the importance of agriculture in California’s economy.

“The project trains teachers to address agricultural issues in new and creative ways,” Duffy says. “Professional art educators will lead workshops and discuss how artists across the centuries have conveyed the importance of agriculture through literature, visual arts, theater and music.”

Cal Poly Establishes Hank Apfelberg Memorial Endowment

A memorial endowment in honor of Graphic Communication Professor Hank Apfelberg has been established to commemorate his lifelong devotion and professional contributions to the graphic arts industry.

Apfelberg, who died in January, taught at Cal Poly for more than 30 years. “Hank’s dedication was to the students he educated and the industry he served,” says Harvey Levenson, head of the Graphic Communication Department.

The Hank Apfelberg Graphic Communication Memorial Endowment will support an annual scholarship for a student demonstrating need and a commitment to a career in graphic communication, research and development projects, field trips to industry sites and professional conferences, and curriculum and professional development.

Tax-deductible contributions may be sent to The Hank Apfelberg Graphic Communication Memorial Endowment in care of the Graphic Communication Department, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407.
Roseann Parks, associate director of alumni relations, loves to travel – especially with Cal Poly alumni, parents and friends. That’s one reason she started the alumni travel program in partnership with Cal Poly Continuing Education and University Outreach.

An even more important reason, she says, was to provide educationally and culturally enriching experiences to those seeking the kind of adventure and knowledge available only through international travel. The trips offer educational seminars, special excursions and “meet-the-people” exchanges, giving travelers more than a mere glimpse into a region’s history and the locals’ way of life. Participants also have some time to explore on their own.

Three tours to Tuscany, Italy, were completed in 2004. Trips to France and Russia are planned for 2005. Parks recently returned from eight days in Tuscany and offers this personal account:

Day 1: Instant bonding – that’s how it feels to travel with Cal Poly alumni, parents and friends on Cal Poly’s first trip to Tuscany in August. Most of us are departing from San Francisco, and we recognize each other by the bright gold Cal Poly luggage tags attached to our bags. The group includes Cal Poly parents, a Cal Poly alum and her mother, friends of Cal Poly, and graduates of varying ages.

Days 2-3: Nothing could be more magical than strolling through the heart of Cortona, a city put on the map by Frances Mayes’ book, Under the Tuscan Sun. Montalcino, famous for its local red wines, brunello di Montalcino, is our first stop for wine tasting. Each evening, we return to our hotel, have dinner at a local restaurant, then roam the streets, taking in the local scene, bursting with activity any time of day. We are fortunate to be here during two local festivals: the Bistecca Festival, serving the beef from the local chianina cattle, and the Tuscan Sun Festival, featuring musicians from around the world.

Day 4: The hill town of Montepulciano could not be more picturesque. At the foot
of the hill, we drive through the viale della Rimembranze (Avenue of Remembrance) and visit Tempio di S Biagio. We are dropped off at the Piazza Grande – the highest part of town – to wander the curvy streets and explore the 13th century Palazzo Communale and the Duomo with Taddeo di Bartolo’s altarpiece of the Assumption.

Day 5: Perugia – home of Italian chocolate – is our next stop. We visit the medieval caves, Fontana Maggiore and Palazzo die Priori under the direction of a local tour guide. We have lunch in Assisi, one of Italy’s most important religious sites. Our guided tour is interspersed with free time to visit St. Mary’s of the Angels, the Church of San Rufino (the patron saint of Assisi), and the stunning St. Francis Basilica.

Day 6: We are fortunate to visit Siena the morning of Il Palio. The streets are lined with the flags of the 17 ‘contrade,’ or neighborhoods, and we witness the pride of the districts as people march through the streets in preparation for the evening’s horse race. We watch the Piazza del Campo being readied to host the event and over 50,000 spectators. We even buy neighborhood flags so we can root for our chosen neighborhood as we watch the Palio from our hotel.

Day 7: Our visit to Florence is magical. We stop at the Duomo, which towers over the city, and the Church of Santa Croce, housing the tombs of Michelangelo and Galleria, as well as a memorial to Dante. After a tour and lunch at a local restaurant, we have free time to explore the Pitti Palace, Palazzo Vecchio and Baptistery with the brass doors fit to be the ‘Gates of Paradise.’ Many of us also visit the Galleria dell’Accademia to see Michelangelo’s ‘David.’

Day 8: After an educational seminar on present-day Italy, followed by a cooking demonstration, we are able to relax, revisit old sites, or travel to new towns.

Next up: Provence, France, in the spring, and a cruise between Moscow and St. Petersburg, Russia, in the fall of 2005. In Provence, travelers will visit Aix-en-Provence, including excursions to three UNESCO- (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) designated World Heritage Sites.

During the cruise between Moscow and St. Petersburg, a private charter will serve as a “floating hotel,” taking participants along the Neva, Svir and Volga rivers, as well as Lake Ladoga and Lake Onega. Ports-of-call include Kizhi Island, Goritsy, Yaroslavl and Uglick, and tours are scheduled to the Kremlin, Red Square, the Hermitage Museum and the Moscow Circus.

For more information and registration details, go to the Alumni Relations Web site at www.alumni.calpoly.edu, or e-mail your name, address and telephone number to Parks at rparks@calpoly.edu for a brochure.
Score One for the Stadium
Major Renovation Planned

Thanks to the generosity of Cal Poly alumnus Alex Spanos and his wife, Faye (see story, page 4), Cal Poly is moving forward with plans to renovate the stadium, the university's facility for football, men's and women's soccer and events such as commencement.

The Spanos's $4-million commitment—the largest single gift in the history of Cal Poly Athletics—will help fund the first phase of the renovation. In recognition of the gift, the stadium has been renamed the Alex G. Spanos Stadium.

The initial project will increase the permanent seating capacity from about 8,500 to 10,000 and includes a press box with special box seating, a press area, television and radio booths, two coaching booths, new stadium lighting and an upgrade of the playing surface.

The renovation also includes plans to honor all of the members of the 1960 football team who perished in a tragic plane crash in Ohio. "Cal Poly plans to create a Memorial Plaza to ensure permanent remembrance of the 1960 team members who lost their lives," said Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker.

The Memorial Plaza will honor each player with a biographical plaque affixed to a copper pillar standing at the height of the player. "As the focal point of the stadium entrance, this plaza will be a constant reminder to students, alumni and visitors," Baker added. "We feel that permanent recognition on the Cal Poly campus of the young men who lost their lives is long overdue."

The Spanos's gift, along with a prior gift from alumnus Richard O'Neill (ASCI '48), has provided important momentum for ongoing efforts to secure the funds required to develop a high-quality venue. Groundbreaking is expected in early summer 2005.
Training: The Triathlete

By Fred Dreier

To understand how Victor Plata (SOC '97) evolved from a mediocre collegiate runner and swimmer to an Olympian and elite professional triathlete, one need not look further than his daily regimen.

Plata rises early and churns out several thousand yards in a two-hour swim practice. After a meal and a rest, he spins along the Central Coast for two to four hours on his bike, then finishes up with another one to two hours running, some stretches, dinner, then bed. It's a schedule that is built on physical and emotional dedication.

Plata says this dedication - it didn't come overnight - became engrained in him during his undergraduate years at Cal Poly, during which he competed for the track, swimming and cycling teams, worked almost full time, won several academic awards, and captured the National Collegiate Triathlon title.

“All of my college years were spent training, studying or working. I think I went on one date, and to one party - the swim team’s New Year’s party,” Plata says. “You know, I was a total geek. Well, I suppose I’m still a total geek.”

Plata competed with the track team his freshman year. After a coaching shake-up, he quit and took some time off, traveling to South America to reunite with his estranged father. When he returned to Cal Poly, a friend persuaded him to join the swim team.

“I was definitely one of the slowest guys on the team,” Plata recalls. “I got better over time, I just had to set some goals.”

It wasn’t long before Plata the runner and swimmer picked up triathlon. At his first competition, the 1995 Wildflower race, Plata came in fifth. Realizing that he needed some serious bike training, he joined the cycling team. When he returned to the Wildflower Collegiate Championships in 1997, Plata walked away with the national championship.

“That moment was special. It proved that I was capable of achieving any goal I wanted to set,” he says. “That was also the first time I seriously thought it was possible to make the Olympics.”

It would take eight long years of sacrifice before Plata realized this goal. Along the way he suffered serious injuries after being hit by a truck, attacked by a Rottweiler and llama, and falling into poison ivy. The last injury shook up his training before the 2000 Olympic trials, at which Plata came in fourth - one spot short of the Olympic team.

After the 2000 games, Plata decided to give it one more shot, putting his plan to enter law school on hold. He finally achieved this goal at the Olympic Trials in Bellingham, Wash., in June, when he captured the last spot.

Randy Warren, who coached Plata on the Cal Poly Wheelman cycling team, said Plata’s dedication to setting and chasing goals is what has gotten him so far. “Victor would write his goals down and put them on objects around the house. It’s something you don’t see too much in sports.”
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Cal Poly’s 1974 graduating class had the distinct honor of hearing California’s Governor Ronald Reagan deliver a poignant commencement address.

In introductory remarks, Robert E. Kennedy, Cal Poly’s president at the time, noted, “Never in the previous 67 years has a governor of the state of California accepted an invitation to be a speaker at a commencement exercise on this campus.”

And to this date, Governor Reagan remains the only governor to do so.

That talk, though, was not the first time Governor Reagan addressed a campus crowd. As head of the State College Board of Trustees, he delivered the principle address during Kennedy’s April 1968 inauguration as Cal Poly president. Kennedy, who served as president until 1979, writes about that day in his own words:

“A loyal democrat, I thought Reagan, a former motion picture actor, would always recite from memory speeches prepared by professional writers. His actions that day changed my mind; I almost became a republican. While we sat next to each other on the platform waiting our turn to speak, we heard from about a dozen other people.

I had written a speech, and I had practiced it for days. Reagan, on the other hand, reached inside his coat, pulled out some 5-by-7 cards and a pen. While we sat, I watched as he scribbled notes on those blank cards.

When he spoke, he only glanced at those cards. That’s when I changed my mind about his speaking ability and intellect. His remarks were well received by the largest audience I had ever seen in the gymnasium. I remember well one piece of advice for educators: ‘A college’s obligation is to teach, not indoctrinate.’ I, too, tried to clarify the role of a poly-technic college. I said, ‘At this polytechnic college, we may emphasize science and technology, but we shall strive for appropriate equilibrium between the knowledge man needs to reform his environment and the understanding he needs to live at peace with other men.

“NEVER IN THE PREVIOUS 67 YEARS HAS A GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ACCEPTED AN INVITATION TO BE A SPEAKER AT A COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE ON THIS CAMPUS.”

Here we remember the former governor and 40th president of the United States, who passed away in June. We look back at that time 30 years ago, a time that Reagan referred to in his commencement address as “a day of nostalgia, of looking back on a montage of memories …”
ONE OF THE MOST meaningful ways to impact the university beyond your lifetime is through a bequest gift. Planning for the distribution of your estate provides an opportunity to reflect on your life and your dreams for future generations.

Cal Poly's planned giving staff can work with you and your advisors to develop a long-term gift plan that best reflects your financial situation and your personal commitments. Sample bequest language is available upon request from the Planned Giving and Endowments Office to assist you with establishing a bequest gift to benefit a designated program or department at Cal Poly.
Family Fanfare: Joining the Mustang Marching Band in 1941 were the Spanos siblings. (From left) Cal Poly aeronautical engineering student Alex Spanos, his sister, Stella, and brothers George and Danny, also a Cal Poly aeronautical engineering student. (Photo courtesy of University Archives, California Polytechnic State University)